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J{EEP 'EM
LISTENING
THAT'S OUR SLOGAN AND WE MEAN TO STICK TO IT!
We are coming up against all kinds of difficulties in these troublesome times,
but one thing sticks out a mile-business must be kept on a solid foundation, and that can only be done thro' mutual co-operation.
Crown Radio Products have for years given you a "Reliable Line" of standardised replacement parts, and will continue to do so if humanly possible.
Altho' engaged almost entirely on Defence and Essential Services, w.e . at
Crown are doing our uttermost to maintain this constant supply of modern
replacement component parts, and we feel sure that you will make allowances for any hold-ups that may occur.
We make a special appeal to Radio Dealers, Servicemen and Home Constructors to co-operate in every possible way with our Authorised Distributors.
Radio must be kept working. Morale must be sustained. Keep your old
sets in working order. Replace with Crown, "the reliable line." It's up to
you to"KEEP 'EM LISTENING."

Crown B.C. Coil,
Air-core.
Price,
6/6.

CROWN RADIO
COMPONENTS INCLUDE

Crown

Use Crown Components
in aU "Radio World"
Circuits.

Permatune

l.F. Transformers,
Frequency
4 55
K.C. Price, 13/9

B/C Coi ls, " Permatune" or .Air Core.
S/'W Coi ls, " Permatune" or A i.r Core'.
1.F. Transformers, " Permatune" or Air
Core.
Tuning Units (with and without R.F.
stage).
Dials (edge!it and celluloid ).
Trimmers. Padders.
Voltage Dividers.
W /W Resistors.

The Reliable Line Obtainable
from
all
Author)sed Distributors.

I

.Crown ~
· /._

l·
~

1:1:bll••:J:DJ·t JII...l..11:U..'Wllt.
51 -53 MURRAY STREET
PYRMONT - SYDNEY

Crown .. Compression trimmed l.F.,
Frequency
4 55
Price, 7 /9
K.C.
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EDITORIAL
Recent correspondence has been sharply divided between those
complaining of lack,' of service, and othe1rs aski;ng why our ,staff is
not working in the interests of the war effort.
There have been good reasons for ~he complaints about the answering of letters, acknowledgments of subscriptidns and so on. Of our
office staff of seven persons a couple of years ago, not one remains.
Bil I DeCosier, our first office boy, was shot down in his Spitfire over
the North Sea a couple ' of months ago. Of the rest, two are now
prisoners of war, one in the A.l.F., t wo engaged on munitions production and even Iittle Patsy is now a WAAF!
Recently we made arrange ments with an established off ice to
handle our business affairs.
This should mean vastly imp'r oved
service without a ny drain on manpOWE:r.
With regard to our war effort: M r. Stroede is e physic ist in a
munitions factory; Mr. Keast hand les his short-wave pages in . his
spare time, and persona lly, having been rejected on account ot
physical unf itness, I put in over 56 hours per week as manager
of D. M. HULL & Co., an engin eering factory engaged solely on
war work.
Under the circumstances we fee l that we ore doing our best to
justify the conf idence. of the thousands of subscribers and supporters
who are greater if) number ·today than ever before i·n the seven
years history of the publication . -A. G. HULL.
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Right now R.C.S. ore unoble to supply the general public with the radio
kit ports and components that hove mode the Company- and its products-so well and favourably known throughout Australia .
There's a war to be won, and every ounce of technical skilJ.,.-every precision tool-must be placed at the disposal of those who or~ defending
these shores aqa inst the invader.
· ·
·
But the future of radio was never better.
Under the stimulus of war, great advances have ·been made in set construction and design , and t.he post-war period will see the introduction of
receivers possessing o range and performance roting for beyond anything
known today.
·
·
R.C.S. is toking on act ive port in these developments, and when · happier
days return, both the amateur and the commercial s,et builder will find
the Company ready with the exact type of equipment required.

R. C. S.
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NOVEL··. ·D ESIGN FOR AMPLIFIER
Some details of how on enthusiast
b,uilt a ininiotui'e 4~wott amplifier
ol'i a cigar-box chassis.

I

N the January issue of "Radio
. World", it was suggested that
.
wo cd and masonite be used as chassis materials. Well, here's an amplifier using a wooden chassis. Not only
that but the · overall dimensions are
extremely small, the chassis being
only 6-7 /8-ins., lo-ng. Small objects
haYe a charm all their own, especially when the 'Performance is ciut of
proportion to their size.
Standard Circuit.
The circuit is standard in every respect and consists of a 6J7G or 6lj7G
as resistance-coupled vo-ltage amplifier and a 6G6G as power tube. The
rectifier is the good old 80 or its octal equivalent, the 5Y3G. Back-bias is
used to save the bulk Of one low-voltage electrolytic and to provide increased power output. There is no
tone-control, but possibly one could be
mounted above the voJume ·control. A
midget ( 40 ma.) vertical power transformer is 'used, but a 60 ma. horizontal of one make will just fit in if
mounted on the · side so- that its lugs
face the field of the speaker.
Although midget vertical semi-dry
electro~ytic condensers are sllown, pigtail types may be used . . there 1;>eing

Photopgroph of the Amplifier buil~ on to o cigar-box.

room under the s·peaker field for an
extra one if necessary.
The speaker is the weakest 1ink and
in the particular amplifier shown, restricted the output to about 2} watts.
A later type (a Hola K5) was tried
giving a slight increase in the electrical power besides slightly higher efficiency and, co-nsequently, greater
acoustic power.

s.
G17G
EiC6

Connection to the A.C. mains is via
plug-al! and flex borrowed for the time
being from the household electric
iron.
The input socket is an octal valve

•. . ~~a,..•,.•.•.•.•.•.•e•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•a•a••m•••••
PARTS LIST
1-Chassis H X 6-7/8 X 5/8 (Monopole).
1-Set valves (Mulford, Radiotron) .
1-Set sockets to suit valves (Tasma·,
Amphenol).
1-.0005 mfd. condensor (T.C.C . ! .
1-.003 mfd. condenser
1-.01 mfd. condenser.
1-.05 mfd. condenser.
1-.5mfd. conde.nser.
1-500 ohm W.W. resistor ( l.R.C.,
R.C.S.l.
1-3000 ohm resistor ( l.R.C.)
1-.1 meg. resistor
2-.5 meg. resistor.
J --3 meg. resistor.
1-5 meg. resistor.
2-8 mfd. midget e'lectros.
1-40 ma. Power transformer ( R.C.S..
1-5-inch ·Speaker, 1500 field, 7000
transformer (Rola, Amp'lion) .
1-}-meg. volume control.
Wire, screws, nuts, etc., etc.

!".·.·····································-·
. •·······
base (any type of valve base would
do) and the pick-up leads end in an
old valve base.
CICl!R-:80X
AMPLlflER.,

Making the Cover
A cover for the midget amp. was
(Continued on next poge)

---·-··------·------------------------- ------------------Page 5
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AMPLIFIER
(Continued from previous page)

J. H.MAGRATD

---

REGRETS
that

he

temporarily

is

unable to give his clients
the prompt, comprehensive
service they are used to

made from three oddments of sheetiron, two rectangles for front. and
hack and a third piece for ends and
top. For the speaker outlet a. hol•e
5-ins., diameter was cut and then
covered by thin black iilk and touched off with a circular dial escutcheon.
A slot is left so that the volume control
shaft is cleared. To prevent cavity
resonance, six quarter-inch holes were
punched in the back, and to eliminate
rattles the entire inside of the case
was given a liberal coating of transformer compound.
Preventing Overload
The midget speaker overloaded first
on the deeper bass notes, so various
circuit constants were changed to give
a fairly sharp cut off, the main points

from this progressive house.
Defence

requirements are

absorbing the bulk of our
restricted

supplies,

so

as

to more speedily .achieve
Victory,

and

lead

r e s u m p t io n
pleasant

trading

to

of

a

ou r

relations

with you

BUT KEEP MAGRATH IN MIND
FOR-Marquis Moulded Products.
-Brittanie Radio Parts.
-Aegis Power Trans., Kits, ate.
-University Test Equipment.
-Western Cal.inets.

And our addreH
208 LITTLE LONSDALE STREET, MELBOURNE
Phones: Cent, 3688 and 4414

SWEET MILK
The use of radio music in barns
during milking hours has increased
production of milk 30 gallons daily
from 180 cows, according to one Southern California farmer. This is one way
of meeting th•e goal of 125 billion
pounds of milk for 1942.
-Radio Jobber News.

being a .5 mfd., cathode bypass condenser, a .05 mfd. screen bypass condenser for the first tube and a .003
mfd. coupling condenser. To prevent
any shrillness or tinny-ness, a small
condenser is connected from the anode
of the first tube to the "earth" - actually a length of bare wire under the
cha!!!sis -and another small condenser ''!ired across the output.
Only a Begiinnning
This chassis is only a beginning.
Experimenters will probably try out
various forms of inverse feedback,
(please DON'T use n>egative current
feedback with such a. small speakerit get-s enough shaking on the bass
already!), tone-controls, microphone
inputs, etc.
The addition of a midget coil
(mounted over the electrons) and a
solid dielectric midget tuning condenser, will convert the amplifier to a
simple 3-tube receiver.
Valu'es are somewhat more critical
than in the standard 4-watt job described in the January issue, but still
have a fair tolerance.
If a small permag. speaker and a filter choke can be fitted in, in place of
the electrodynamic sp•eaker, tone will
be probably improved. Suitable speakers are the Rola 5/8, the Amplion
5P8 and the Magnavox 5-11.
The Australasian Radio World, May, 1943.

RADIO FREQUENCY COUPLING METHODS
Last month we discussed the
various types of A.F. coupling
and the merits and demerits of
each type. This time we are dealing with amplification at high
frequency, the amplifcation that
p ~ecedes the detector valve.

IU:

R.F.

Historical!l y

I

N the early days of broadcasting
systems similar to A.F. couplings
were often used. Resistance-capa-:ity coupling was simple and compact
and provided a modicum of gain on the
long wav'e -lengths in use at that time,
King George V had a six tube receiv'ei· with metal plates as aerial and
counterpoise and the first three tubes
were resistance coupled R.F. stages.
Untuned Transformers
Aperh)dic
(i.e., untuned)
R.F.
transformers both with and without
iron cores were used, but either the
gain was extremely small on account
of hysteresis loss, or marked resonance effects prevented a uniform response over the whol'e frequency band.
An early design for an aperiodic R.F.
transformer for 250-500 metres was
a laminated iron core 1h-inch square,
and wound with 40 gauge enameUed
wire, 125 turns for primary (on the
outside) and 250 turns for the secondary. Thin wire was used so that the
resistance prevented too marked a
resonance. Both the two systems mentioned so far were completely ousted
by either the "tuned anode" or "tuned
transformer" systems, but are well
worth ke>eping in mind, as they show
signs of partial revival.
Tuned anode coupling was similar
to resistance-capacity coupling except that the plate anode resistor

2~0-J.

. i;,Joo11.

Fif2.
Use of

Unfuned K- f

(which caused a big drop in the effective B+ voltage) was replac'ed by
a "rejector" circuit consisting usually
of a tuning coil shunted by a variable condenser,, although a variometer
(variable inductance) was sometimes
employed. Tuned anode coupling was
not very selective and was suited to
high-impedance valves. Consequently,
it underwent a revival with the introduction of the scre'en-grid valve, See
Figure 4.
Tuned Transformers
Most success,f ul of all methods, the
tuned transformer is the most popular and has risen steadily in efficiency during the last twelve years.
U sualiy the secondary winding forms
part of an oscillatory circuit and at
resonance, the reflected load in the
primary circuit is very high, so that
the R.F. valve gives plenty of gain.
Nowadays the primary winding is

Tuned l'o~s~r""t~
.Co'""f Ii""'
.------.
' ( . •P.5

Ph.

4ft,<Jo..-.

~---+--08+

1.sv.A+
A-,8-

F
_j_~.

c

I ~JMPLE

2-VALVE.

Transformer

q

R.f ond

DET:

~5

E.T.

1n

/li-1/" ~et.

1

often of high impedance so that it
is near resonance at the low frequency
end of the dial, whilst the addition
of a small coupling condens'er gives a
boost at the other end.
Another type of coupling is somewhat similar to this, but the "primary" is at right angles and acts only
as an R.F. choke, all the energy transfer being' via the condenser. This last
method, th•e choke-condenser-tuned
circuit is frequently employed for
short-wave receivers of the T.R.F.
type. See Fig. 1.
Modern Applications
Resistance-capacity coupling gives
high gain at audio-frequencies, medium in the "I.F.' region,, a small gain
at the B.C.B. frequencies and none at
all (or maybe; a loss) on short-waves.
Its main application today, apart
from A.F., is in I.F. amplification.
Where extreme gain is Il'ecessary, as
in communication receivers, car radios
for the outbacks, etc., more than one
I.F. stage is apt to be required. When
there ar'e two or more tuned stages of
the same type together, instability is
liable to result unless the gain is kept
do-w'll or extreme precautions taken.
Possibly the instability will only make
its•elf felt on local, or possibly only
on DX stations. To overcome this, a
resistance-capacity coupled I.F. stage
may be inserted between two· tuned
stages in much the same fashion as
the old T.A.T. (tuned, aperiodic, tun1ed) system of R.F. amplification. See
Fig. 3. 'fypical values for a 6J7G
used as such a sta;ge are: Anode resistance: .03 meg.; screen-grid dropping resistance: .5 megohm; bias resistance: 1,000 ohms; coupling condenser: .001 mfd.
Tuned Anode Coupling is sometimes
(Conti:nued an next page)
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R.F. COUPLING
(Continued from previous page)

encountered between an R.F. stage
and th:e detector in a sh0rt-wave receiver. It gives high .gain, but poor
selectivity. WhHe we're on the job let
us point out that special triode valves
were made for tuned-anode, just before the introduction of the screengrid. Using hi-mu triodes such as the
6F5, 904V, E43-5, quite respectable
gains can be obtained on the broadcast band.
Untuned transformers are employed
again today, mainly in T.R.F. receivers between the last R.F. stage
and a diode detector. It is rath:er
awkward arranging for a tuned transformer and a diode without running
into hum or excessive damping.
The modern aperiodic transformer
is quite different from its ancestor
of the 1925 era. Today, it consists of
two
miniature honey-comb coils
wound with Litz (stranded) wire and
having not only an iron-dust core,
but <tlso immersed in an iron-dust
shield. The valve preceding such a
device should have a fairly low impedance so that the gain is even over
the entire tuning range. A valve such
at the 6U7G, 6DGJ 58 or 35 is suitable. Its screen-grid voltage should
be as high as allowed and its anode
voltage about 20 per cent more than
the screen voltage.
Another application of the aperiodic
transformer is between the R.F. sta1g e
and ~onverter of a superhet. thus •ena~lin~ a comparatively simple job of
ahgnmg a powerful receiver. Each
~inding should be shunted by a resistor to prevent its being naturally
tu~ed to some frequ<ency.
For the
primary, 50,000 ohms and for the secondary, 100,000 could be used.
Band-pass Transformers are usually tuned transformer in which both
the primary and secondary windings
are tuned, usually to the same fre-
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quency. This gives an increased width
to the band of frequencies received at
one time and makes for impro.v ed tone
if the transmitter is of the high-fidelity type ( otherwis•e it makes for
noise). Some American designers arrange their I.F's so that they can be
peaked for DX or staggered for "hi<»hfidelity" and state the requi;ed
amount of staggering and its purpose
in their service manuals.
Aerial Coupling
Coupling between the aerial and
~rst v~lve may be direct, capacitive or
mducti·;•e, most often the last.
If the aerial is directly connected,
the impedance between the grid (and
aerial) and chassis, may be an oscillatory circuit,, or an aperiodic device,
such as an R.F. choke or resistor.
Jn th·e S.W. converter described recently, we showed such a device and
pointed out that the lack of tuning in
the aerial circuit simplified aHo·nment
considerably. Sometimes the0 aerial
picks up A ..C. hum from mains wires
and the use of direct coupling applies

Ftq.4.
IVlooER.N Vi.11.s10N

*

this 50 cycle A.C. to the first tube.
If the A.C voltage is large and the
tube is already well supplied (and it
will be if the coupling is aperiodic)
then modulation hum is produced.
That is. the s·et is quiet until a station
is tuned in; then there is an annoying background of hum and distortion.
To e;imi1fate this, a small condenser is inserted between the aerial and
rec·eiver, the usual capacity being
.0001 or .00025 rnfd. Now another bugbear arises. The aerial is isolated as
regards D :C. and may, therefore, collect an electrostatic charge. This is
overcome by connecting a resistor ( .1
to 5 megohm) between the aerial and
earth, producing a circuit similar to
the conventional resistance-capacity
coupling.
Inductive coupling is by far the
most commonly used,. as in the transformer. It may be supplemented by
a smali capacity for t he high frequency stations as in the case of th·e
inter-stage transformers.
The Circuits
The first is a simple S.W. receiver
for batteries. It shows conventional
tuned transfo.rmer coupling betwe·en
the aerial and R.F. valve, w11ilst between the R.F. stage and detectol' the
choke-capacity-tuned system is used.
(For "A.C." O·p·eration, 6U7G and
CT7G tubes could be used with the
fibments heated from a 6.3 volt transformer, retaining the B battery for
the H.T. supply.
Next we give part of the I.F. section
of a high-gain DX receiv•er,. showing
the insertion of a resistance-capacity
cc:upled I.F. stage, which not only
gives extra gain (due to the extra
valve) but further isolates the tuned
stages. reducing the chances of unwanted oscillation.
The third circuit is that of another
S .W. receiver, this time a 4-tube job
for loudspeaker work. A "static leak"
(Continued on page 19)
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HOW THEY MAKE

TELEVISION TUBES
The manufacture of the large cathode-ra v tubes is very interesting. A
surprising fact is that all the metal
parts, such as the deflecting plates,
electron gun. electrodes, etc., are made
of pure nickel (due to its high ductility, etc.), the only other metal
bein°g the Dumet alloy wires passing
through the glass wall. On such large
cathode-ray tubes, the atmospheric
force reaches the astonishing figur2
of 5 tons.
Protection Needed
A heavy plate g lass window is plac-

ed in front of the G-R tubes in the
receiver to protect the televiewers in
th·e event that a tube should happen
to collapse. The walls of these 14-in.
tubes is about 1.4-in. thick and is
made of pyrex glass.
One of the first manufacturing steps
is to thoroughly clean the hand-blown
glass bulb, both inside and out. Next,
the ti uorescent chemical coating is
placed insid·e the tube by a spraying·
process; and the tube is then baked.
A coat of aquadag (graphite) is placed on the inner wall of the cone-shaped
section; this is later used as a grounded electrod•e. In another section of the
tube assembly department, experts
mount all of the nickel deflecting
plates, electron gun, etc., in the glass
stem, which is later to be welded to
the ~mall end of the pear-shaped glass
bulb. All of the electrodes in the stem
have to be mounted accurately in line
by means of jigs. An exp•ert glass
worker next takes one of the completed sterns with its nickel electrode
assembly (which also include the cathode heat·er) and proceeds to fuse this
glass stem or base onto the smaller
end of the large 14-in. C.R tube,
with the aid of several extremely hot
gas flames. It takes about thre·e hours
to put one of these giant image tubes
through its manufacturing stages. including the exhausting process.
Pumping Out the Air
The assembly of metal and glass
parts is mounted on a glass envelope
which is g•enerally funnel shaped, and
sealed in place. A glass tube, giving
access to the inside of the glass bulb,
service for pumping the air out of
the glass envelope. While the pumping operation is being conducted, the
glass envelope is subjected part of
the time to baking in an oven which
is part of th exhaust equipment, at
a temperature of approximately 750°
F. This baking drives off moisture
which might oth•erwise remain inside
the tube. An interesting point in pass-

ing is that while1the tube is being exliausted, an image from a laboratory
transmitter is flashed on the chemical (fluorescent) screen of th•e tube,
so that if there is any defect in the
tube, it can be detected at this stage,
i11stead of having to waste further
manufacturing time on a defective
tube.
While the tube is passing through
the exhaueting stage, any occluded
gases (gas trapped in between rnole<;ules) in the_ metal el•ectrodes ,or in
th1' 8Urface of the glass. are driven
off by heating and carried out through
the exhaust pump. The metal parts
'within the tube are heat•ed by high
frequenC)' induction coils, placed on
e.ither side of the neck of the tube.
Terrific Internal Heat
The metal parts attain temperatures up to 1850° F. during bomb:irdwent. The bombardment serves to free
metal parts o.f gases. The construction
and assembly of the cathode-ray tube
calls for exceptional accuracy. The
parts must be very accurately positioned and spaced, since such details
affect foe quality of finish•ed tube:>.
Alo:o, the metal parts must be irnhedded in the glass, which again calls
for great skill on the part of worke?:s familiar with glass working. The
cathode-ray tube plant must have
skilled glass applicators to take care
of the more intricate details of glass
workiHg. Were it not for the availablit;.,· of pure nickel and certain
ni.::kel alloys, the cathode-ray tube
would not be a practical reality today. The metals used in such devices
must posses& a numb•er of mechanical,
electrical and chemical characteristics.
The metal must be amenable to proproduction process which involve a
wide variety of fabricating operations. Even in the softest temper, it
must be sufficiently strong to avoid
deformation during normal handling
and use. It must also remain strong
at high temperatures in order to· preserve tube characteristics through
evacuation and bombardment, and
must p•ermit strong spot welds while
being rustproof and resistant to corrosion. It must resist warpage and
distortion regardless of high temperature during manufacture and use.
(The position and clearance o..f the
various parts are vital factors in maintaining the proper tube OP'eration.)
The metal must have the required
electrical properties, especially proper
electron emission charact<eristics, must
be low in contained gas, and be readi-
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( Continued on next page)
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TELEVISION TUBES
(Continued from previous page)

ly de-gassificd at moderate temperatures. Approximately 8 times as much
nickel is used for the cathode-ray tube
as for the conventional radio tube.
The exhaustion in one of these
tubes is carried out to a very high
degree-in fact to 10-0 millimetres
(almost a p·erfect vacuum) of mercury. Special annealing appliances
have been constructed to maintain any
desired degree of heat on the tubes
over a considerable period of tirn'e.
so t hat they can be cooled slowly and
thus avoid any undue strain in the
glass. Interesting, too, is the fact
that each tube is. checked with a polariscope, which shows up any strain

AMATEUR ACTIVITIES
In a message to amateurs regarding post-war activi t ies, A. D. Gay,
president of the Radio Society of Great
Britain, states that "as far as can
be judged at present the G.P.O. is
agreeable to the restoration of full
licences to all pre-war licence holders,
but for Service reasons questions relating to frequency, power and other
matters of detail cannot he considered officially at the present time. With
many Axis amateurs still on the air,
without apparently causing any embarrassment to Service requirements,
there seems to be no reason why British licenC'es, terminated in September,
1939, should not be restored within,
say, two months of the time hostilities
cease, followed by the return of our
impounded equipment as promptly as
it was collected."
l' ················~·····Q-~ I
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..ii

T HE

majority of our Male Staff including the Country Travellers l~ave
been on Military Service for
quite a while. They serYe you still . ••
though in a different way. Naturally we
cannot now keep as dose a personal
contact with our clientele, as in the past.

You will help the War Effort, help yourself and do us a favour by mailing your
orders to 11s.
They will receive the
usual prompt attention.

MARTIN

dilAUNAY
PTY. LTD.
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in the glass by variation in the light
patt•e rn on the screen.
The large 14-in. tube television
receivers, designed and built at the
Du Mont plant, use 5,500 volts on
the anode, and as a safety feature,
int•erlocking switches are mounted
within the cabinet, so that if any one
opens the rear panel, the high voltage transd'ormer is cut out of the circuit. Electrostatic scanning is employed on this large image reC'eiver,
thus marking a departure from the
usual practice of using electro-magnetic scanning on tubes larger than
5-in. diameter. Twenty-two tub'es are
used in the television receiver for the
8-in. X 10-in. image. This includes the
sound channel receiver.
For a large console receiver with
14-in. C.R. tube, and fitted with an
all-wave broadcast receiver, 32 tuhes
are used.
-"Radio and Television" (U.S.A.
The Australasian Radio World, Moy, 1943.

RECEIVER . USING JUNK PARTS
Details of how a simple loudspeaker set was built
up from the remains of two 1930 chassis.

M

ANY advanced experimenters
have, at times, invested a few
shillings in an old chassis just
for thP- sake of one or two parts and a
bit of fun tracing out the original circuit. After the wanted parts have been
removed, ·the chassis is often tossed
into the corner, junk-box or on to the
rubbish pile. If everything worthwhile has been removed, then give
what metal remains to· the war effort.
But parts are scarce now and a choke
rewound and made O.K. is better than
just a bit of old iron and dirty copper. So, if there are any 1:1sable parts,
use them or get them m order, or
give th'em to someone who can. (Possibly the maig will run a "swap" column?)

320. so after allowing for the speaker
field drop it was decided to put the
H.T. on both anode and screen and
hope for the best.
One of the old chassis plates was
completely stripp•ed, scrubbed, dried,
sand-papered and given a coat of grey
paint to hide where the rust had been.
The other chassis provided a tuning
condenser which had not corroded
away and a reaction condens•er also.
Floating around in the junk-box, an
old coil was found. This coil gave
trouble later until we discovered an
unsoldered point in the secondarysomeone had evidently reduced th•e ·
number of turns at one time by clipping a few turns off and just twisting
the loose wire ends together!

Chassis Remnants
An investigation recently brought
to light a couple of old chassis "remnants" which,, when put together with
a couple of new condensers and resistors, mad~ a set that worked. H•ere's
how it was done:First, a power transformer was
dug up and each winding checked for
continuity. The leads were not labelled and at first there s•e emed no· way
of knowing what was what. The leads
were sorted out accordfag to the continuities found and a couple of pairs
of thick leads picked out. To one of
these pairs an A.C. supply of 4 volts
(from an old filament transformer)
was appli'ed and .an A.C. voltmeter
connected to various other leads. One
group of leads was found to be the
H.T. and C.T., another was a collection of mains input wires. The other
filament pair gave a reading about
3-1/5 volts, so I concluded it was a
a 4 volt filamemt and that the 4-volt
input was at present connected to a
5-volt rectifier winding.
Not knowing the allowable H.T.
drain, I decided to make it on the
small side, around 20 mlliamps.

Filter Condensers
It was d•ecided to use a couple of

pigtail electros for the filtering, more
for convenience and because I had
them, than for any other reason. Block
type paper condensers of suitable
voltage rating (1500 t'est, 400 volt
D ..C. working, or 250· volt A.C. working) would have been quite satis.f actory.
Making a Resistor
The circuit is conventional in every

way. As the output valve was directly heated a centre-tapped filament res.istor seemed necessary and this
component was made . by rewinding
an old wire-on-fibre resistor. The old
resistor was 250 ohms, so one fifth
of its wire was used. The new r esistor had a glass tubel (from a dental
cartridge) as a former and the wire
was spaced by winding cotton between it. Ends of the wire were t•e mporarily held in place by rubber bands
while metal clips were made. For
those constructors unable to obtain or
make a C.T. resistor, let me suggest
the use of two pilot lights in ser ies.
Of course, an indirectly heated output
tube does not require a C.T. resistor
_ just earth one side of th•e heater.
Trouble With Hurn
At first th grid-leak detector produced hum when a station was tuned
in and reac·tion pushed to the limit.
The cause was found to be insufficient
filtering of the H .T . supply and decoupling was decided on.
Some of the values shown in the
circuit diagram are rath·er unusual,
but they are the ones that happened to
be on hand. Gen•e rally any condenser
can be from half to twice the capacity
indicated, and any resistor from threequarters to one and a half times. Dif( Continued on page 16)
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Check for Shorts
To check for shorts a suitable pair
of mains leads was connected to th>e
230 volt supply and left for one hour.
If there were an internal short the
fuse would have blo wn, or the transformer become quite hot. Every thing
seem>ed 0.l{., however.

":"' ,.

0

The Valves
For valves, a Mullard 354V (a 4volt triode), an E443N and an 80 were
found. The E443N output could take
400 volts on anode and 200 on screen,
but th•e old transformer supplied only
The Australa·sian Radio World, May, 1943.
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· Circuit of a simple receiver suitable for using up junk parts
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ARMY

INSTRUCTION

T

HE criterion of dullness i.s the
knife that "won't cut hot butter." Veterans of World War I
might wish to add another example:
"Nothing was so dull as the language
usE:d in army regulations and instruction books." However, :fathers of the
American doughboy, Model 1942,
would hardly recognise some of the official language now used in military
terminology. It sounds human. Leaders of our modern Army have learned
that if the maximum amount of training is to be given to our soldiers in
th•e minimum of time, it becomes

II

A

necessary to talk the language of the
average soldier.
The signal Corps has set the example in presenting instruction in
plain, everyday Americanes·e. Instructional pamphlets using cartoons,
slang, and typical Yankee terms have
been issued to Signal Corps radio operators and maintenance men which
suppl'ement the formal, standard
Army texts. These pamphlets are in
use at Ft. Monmouth, N. J., home of
the Signal Corps, and are being issued
also to operators and technicians of
other arms and services in the field.

SPECIALISATION
For 19 years, the entire l.R.C. organisation
has focused its research work, its obility and
its energy exclusively upon the design and
manufocture of fixed and variable resistors.
From this specialisation have resulted products of tested quality, a world-wide reputation for engineering achievement and a
thorough knowledge of resistance problems.

DIVERSIFICATION

.~

This concentration of effort has resulted in
the development of many kinds of resistors
for widely divergent applications and is constantly providing new designs for current
research prob'lems.

.

Metalli%ed Controls
Insulated Metallized Resistors
High Frequency Metallized Re·
sistors (to 100 watts)
Ulttra-High Range Metallized
Resistors
All-:Metal Power Rheostats (25
and 50 watts)
Insulated Wire Wound Resistors
(} and 1 watt)
High Voltage Metallized Re·
sistors
Metallized Suppressors
Precision Wire Wound Resistors
Fixed and Variable Power Wire
Wound Resistors

..
SOLE AOENTS

FOR

.

AUSTRALIA!

Wm". J.McLELLAN &CO.
B _RADBURY
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Tank radio operators are instructed
n ot to try to get more range out of
their transmitters than they are designed for: "Some radio operators
after experience with the tank radio
discover that by smart spot-picking
(i.'E:., from a high hill) they can set
up a long distance record of say
umpty-five miles . .. then there's hell
to pay. The umpteen mile sets are suspected of the worst and promptly sent
back to Maintenanc<e for an injection
of something or other . . . Don't let
the rumour that so-and-so's set will
do a regular umpty-five miles fool you.
Someone is shooting what is known
in polite circles as "the bull."
Radio in Tanks
Tank radio operators are cautioned
to familiarise themselves with their
equipment and learn how to use it
properly: "There's one thing about
this radio. business that sort of gripes
the old timers. Nobody expects to start
shooting a 75, a 37, a machine gun,
or even a pistol until h•e 's been taught
a lot. But when it comes to a radio set
-that's different, and any healthy
American over 18 (and not dead
drunk) is, for some reason or other,
supposed to be able to walk up to the
near side of a radio set, look it squarely in the eye, rapidly twist all the
knobs in a different direction, stick a
couple of plugs inside, and prestohave it talking both ways. But the
above is pretty near 100 per cent baloney, and don't l·et it fool you."
Operators of mobile radio stations
are cautioned against exposure to
death-dealing high voltages, and are
taught the use of safety devices. The
Signal Corps pamphlet whimsicall y observ•e s that "broadcasters need these
devices to keep ha1f -canned announce:i's and over-fed sopranos from sitting on their tank-coils."
N-0it Broadcasting!
In order to keep extraneous noise
out of the microphone, operators are
told to speak directly into the instrumenJ, and not to "sit comfortably back
like a sport<. announcer and proceed
to Lalk a foot from your mike. Your
signals at the other end will sound:
like four skeletons on a tin roof around
the first of Jul1'e."
Sometimes, when a mobile radio
unit is on the move, areas of radio
interference, noise, static, and atmospherics are encountered that make it
•e xtremely difficult for an operator
to hear radio signals over the bedlam
in his receiver. Realising radio's limitation, the Signal •Corps admits that
all an operator can do t hen is to "do
your damndest to pick signals out of
the hash."
That's language Americans understand.
-From "Radio" (U.S.A.)

The Australasian Radio World, May, 1943.

IDEAS FROM MODERN CIRCUITS
Stabilised Bias System
In any ABl or AB2 output system
the total cathode current, i.e., the sum
of the anode and screen currents, rises
considerably from the no-signal to the
maximum output level. If cathode bias
is employed, and this is usually the
case, then the increased current produces an increase in the grid bias,
thereby reducing both power output
(some tubes suffer more than others)
and the sensitivity. The latter is reduced because more grid swing is required to give a smaller output.
Att•e mpts at stabilisation of bias include the feeding of a bleed current
through the bias resistor, the use of
back-biRs (using the other tube currents as stabilising current), filtered
back-bias (not applicable to class AB2
or class B2) and us•e of large capacity
shunt condensers.
Each system has its own advanta ges
and disadvantages. The system given

,•.·.················································
by

J. W. STRAEDE, B.Sc., A.M.l.R.E .
7 ADELINE STREET,
PRESTON, VIC .
1 .•.•.•.•.•m•••a•.a•;a•a•~•1:1nzr•11•.11•t00 11 a•s•ai•.•.•a•u•il•D

in this article is one which is applicable to class ABl, AB2 and B outputs and consists in using the same resistor for biassing three tubes: the
outputs and their driv•er. Fo.r AB2
and B2 outputs where the driver is
a power tube, its cathode current is
large and assists greatly in stabilising the bias. Class ABl and Bl (or
Q.P.P.) systems usually have a driver
of comparatively little power and conseqU'ently small cathode current, but
on the ~ther hand these no-grid-current systems usually require less bias
and less regulation. The circuit shown
is one for three 45's in class AB2
and with the voltage shown has an
output of approximately 15 watts.

25

Novel push-pull circuit.

This Month's Series:
1.-Stabilisation of Bias.
2.-Voltages for Carbon Microphone.
3.-Degenerative Push-Pull system .
4.-Dual Application
Light.

of

Pilot

Without th'e stabilising effect of the
driver's current, this output would
be reduced to about 11 watts (for
same voltage and load resistance).

tained from the driver tube unless it is
a really high-conductance valve. The
lack of a bypass condenser across the
cathode r<esistors of the output valves
provides a form of "degeneration", or
rcegative feedback, reducing distortion
and in this case giving a hump in the
bass and a general increase in the
"highs."
A simplification of the circuit
shown can be made by using a lowerpowered driver, e.g., a 6J7G connected
as triode, and feeding' its plate direct
from the cathode od' the second 6FGG.
the plate being still capacity coupl•ed
to the first 6F6G. This results in an
improved frequency response and less
distortion at very lo'\V frequencies, but
the output is reduced.

Multiple Use of Pilot Light

As its name implies, the first funcMicrophone Voltage Supply
tion of a pilot light is to indicate when
a set or amplifier is working.
Carbon micropholl'eS require a small
Another use for a pea-lamp is to
supply of current, usualy about 2 to
5 rnilliamps ., at a pressur<e of approximately 3 to 8 volts. In some cases
this is supplied from a small dry battery, but in the case of an A.C. amplifier, some of the cathode current if
4poo
on•e or more valves can be used. A
CT.
sma ll portion of the output valve
current can be taken from its cathode and d'ed through a resistancecauacity filter to the microphone.
The filter has another purpose besides preventing feedback. The resistor prevents the marked erratic resisIH ~+Sv.
tance fluctuation of the microphone,
affecting the output bias and stabilises Using same· bias for driver and output valves
the microphone current, reducing the
gives greater power with some circuits.
"blasting" t•endency of some mikes.
Although a step-up transformer of
:cibout 1 to 20 ratio is used for coup- use it as a fuse, connecting it in series
ling the microphone to the first valve, with some component, often th•e first
resistance-capacity coupling can be electrolytic, so that an excessive flow
employed instead to give greater fi- of current does not damage the comdelity (a large part of the poor quality ponent or the power transformer.
These uses can b'e combined, and in
of a cheap carbon mike is due to the
poor transformer). The circuit shown addition, the lamp will serve as a
is particularly suited to the Reitz or "warmed-up" or "ready for use" indicator if the circuit shown is emtransverse-current microphone.
ployed.
A 6-volt globe is connected in , the
Degenerative Push-Pull System centre-tap lead from the H;T. winding
on the power transformer. If backHere is a rather unorthodox system bias is used, the lamp-holder must
in which the driV'er preceding the out- be insulated from the chassis, but if
put tubes does NOT provide a pair of self-bias is used on all tubes then the
anti-phase signal voltage! Instead the metal lamp-holder can b·e screwed disame voltage is fed to both output rectly to the chassis.
tubes, but is supplied to the grid of
Shuuld the first electrolytic short,
one and the cathode of the other. Th'e then a large current flows through the
system is suitable for Class Al and H.T. winding' and the rectifier. If this
ABl output operation in which the state of affairs continued, either the
tubes are not driven near the point rectifier would go (after getting its
of grid current. Unfortunately, the plates beautifully red) or the power
small value of cathode resistor pre{Continued on next page)
vents any appreciable gain being ob-
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MODIFIED VIEWS ON SHORT· WAVE PROPAGATION
T wo

distanc•e for the London 25-m. wave,
the London 19-m. wave "could almost
always be heard at great s•trength.''
Of course, Munich would fall within
the skip distance for a London 19-m.
wave before doing so for a London
25-m. wave. Secondly, the 19-m. transWeak and Unsteady Signals
mission of Zeesen, for which Munich
Within the skip distance, and be- was within the skip distance for t·h e
yond the limits of the ground wave, whol•e of the observing period, was
signals of a kind· are, however, norm- frequently audible at very great
ally obtainable, but they are of a gen- strength, and on these occasions its
erally weak and unsteady nature. signals did not, in fact, show any ef'Dhese are due to the fact that, during fect of "skipping"'. These strong sigthe upward passage of the wave to- nals could n;o.t have been due to the
wards the F layer, it passes through normal scattered radiation, and they
the E layer, and here a portion of are explainred by the authors as folthe energy in the wave is "scattered" lows: When. after the ionisation in
by ionic clouds which nearly always the F layer has fallen below the limit
exist in the lower layer. Some of this necessary to return the wave to •e arth
"scattered" •energy is sent downwards at t he point in question, the transso as to reach tihe earth within the mission still is not interrupted, beskip distance for the refracted wave. cause the refracted rays are replaced
It must be stressed, however, that by other rays which are deflected
this normal type of scattering pro- by the ionic clouds in the E> layer on
vides only weak signals, which are their upward journey, so that they fall
not to be compared with those due to more obliquely .on the F layer than
a refracted wave.
those going by a direct path. Under
According to the abstract the Ger- th•ese conditions they are refracted by
man workers carried out their ob- the F layer, and, reaching the E
servations at Munich and found that, layer, are again deflected, this time
after that place came within the skip downwards to earth.
The El region clouds do not act with
•••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ' ' • ' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • the F layer to bring' about this result
on all occa~ions, for sometimes there
is only the normal weak reception
IDEAS
which is due to the scattering fron~
(Continued from poge 1 3)
the E layer clouds acting by them·0~
selves. But, the German workers
tram:former would burn out-a disas- ~
state, the strong reception was obs'f::/
~ tained during 50 per cent. of the obtrous accident these days.
'T he current rating of the lamp
servations, and if this is so it would
should be related to the total high-tenappear that it should be taken account
orf in the planning of short-wave comsion current taken by the set, othermunication services t o point not greatwise it may fail to blow if the second
electrolytic should go. A .3 amp lamp Current for the microphone can be taken ly distant.
is suitable for sets using over 110
from the bias circuit.
Workers other than the Germans
milliamps. or for an amplifier using a the glow gradualy appears,. giving an. have al~o,_ obs·e rved the fact t~at, at
permag. speaker and taking over 80 indication that sound should b·e obtain- these di~cances'. strong reception on
ma. For lower currents a .15 amp able. After a while, the appearance fr~qu~ncies which. should normally
or .06 amp globe should be employed. of the lamp can be used to diagnose ~kip is often obtamable, but w~ether
Normal operating current should cause high or low mains voltages.
1t is due. to some oth·e r ~ffect m the
a faint glow.
E layer is not yet defimtely known.
When the set is first switched on the
The other matter of interest to
lamp does not light. As the valves
A Word of Warning
short-wave workers is from a paper
"warm up" to operating temperature,
by G. L~ithauser dealing with, among
Do not, on any account, unscrew or other thmgs, the b•e haviour of the F~
screw up the lamp whilst the set is layer. According to the abstract, the
B+
switched on. The former may giv•e you author of the paper is not satisfied
a nasty shock; the latter may strain with the generally acce•p ted theories
yonr rectifier valve and/ or burn out seeking to account for the daily and
the globe. If the light burns out, do seasonal variations in the F2 layer
not just substitute another-find the critic'.'11 frequency, and on this point
cause and remedy it.
h~ w1!~, no dou~t, find many to agree
If the lamp in an amplifier becomes with him. Certamly, when it; comes tn
broken by accident, operation of the practice, there do seem to be some
amplifier can still be obtained by points which still r equire explanaswitching off, twisting the wires in tion, more particularly the matter of
the lamp together and switchinrg on. ~he low working frequencies whichIt is just as well to remove and re- 1f the measured critical frequencies
A pilot-light in the negative h.t. lead is a wise place th•e broken lamp with a handprecautio-n.
kerchief or protective cloth.
(Continued on page 16)
abstracts from technical
papers of German origin whi~h
have recently appeared m
"Wireless Engineer" deal with matters
of particular interest to those engaged in short-wave work.
The first of these is from a paper
by B. Beckmann, W. Menz•el and F.
Vilbig, and gives details of a particular form of "scattering" in the ionosphere, which results in strong signals
being obtained within the skip distance of a transmitter.
As is generally well known, there
is, for any particular point o:i;i the
earth's surface not too far distant
from a short-wave transmitter, a certain frequency which, with a given
state of ionisation in the ionosphere
refracting layer, is the highest point
that is returned to earth at that
point. WaV'es of higher frequency than
this O'oing up at the same angle, will
pen~t;ate the refracting layer, while
waves of lower frequency will be receivable at the point in qu•estion and
also at points nearer the transmitter.
Similarly, when the ionisation in the
layer is steadily increasing or decreasing, there comes a time for any
particular frequency to bei the highest
which is returned to earth at the

given point. At this time all points
nearer to the transmitter lie within
the "skip distance" for that frequency,
and refracted waves are not receiv~
able at them

,,;f
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We have not forgotten .

•

•

~

In our intense efforts for Defence we have
not forgotten the need for valves to n1aintain
civilian radio receivers .
~

The Australian Radiotron factory in 1942
produced over 70 types -- more than tvvice the
nun1ber of valves n1anufactured 111 1939 ..
~·

Many of these \Vere used to protect our
hon1es and shores, and the surplus n1aintained
broadcast receivers . . .
~

The supply is still smaller than the den1and
but we ask for your co-operation in this present
time of stress, looking forward to the era when
we shall once more supply Radiotrons to meet
all requiren1ents.

INSIST

I
I

ON

RADIOTRON

§

i
I
§

ADVERTISEMENT OF AMALGAMATED WIRELESS VALVE CO. PTY. LTD.
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S.W. PROPAGATION
(Continued from poge 14 i

are correct-should obtain during the
summer day. Practical results show
that thes·e can often be considerably
exceeded.
The critical frequency of the layer,
i.e., the highest frequency return for
a wave sent vertically up, is generally
assumed to be th::i.t for the wave which
is returned from the point of maximum electron concentration in the
layer. According to this idea, all
waves of higher frequ·ency penetrate
to a point higher than this, where the
electron concentration is falling, and
so they are not returned.
Attenuation and Frequency
The German writer bases his ideas
on the fact that when :1 wave penetrates into the layer it becomes subject to a type of attenuation which
inereases with i1:creasin;~ frequency.
Under ce1-tain conditions, he states,
when the critical frequency measurements are made, what is obtained is
not the point of maximum electron
con;;entration but a point from where,
as the el•e ctron concentration inA lot of things are going to
creases, the attenuation rises with inbe different when this war
creasing frequ·ency. This means that
the point of maximum electron conis over. Radio, for example,
centration lies higher than the point
has made enormous strides
to which the wave of critical frequency
reaches, an'i that higher frequrncies
during the past two yearsfail to return, not because they peneand the sets of the future
trate the la.yer, but because they are
are going to be streets
completely attenuated.
Thus the
critical frequencies recorded for the
ahead of anything known
summer clay are too low, and this fact
today ..
may give rise to all sorts of errors
when the vertical incidence measurements are applied to the oblique case,
Here at Radiokes we have
as th·e y are in the practical fo·r ecasting of working frequencies. Furthera Iready got our "ea rs to
more, according to the author, the
the ground" and with Victory
error in the measured critical frewon we promise you many
quency is not confined exclusivelv to
the summer day.
·
startling
innovations
in
One would hav•e thought, however,
radio
construction
and
that it would have been relativelv
easy to determine whether the meas·design .
ured critical frequency was, in fact,
due to the point of maximum electron
concentration having been reached. or
One thing, however, will
whether on the other hand, it was due
not be changed, and that is
to attenuation of th•e wave with risthe quality that has made
ing frequency. For example, does the
virtual height increase very rapidly
the name Radiokes the
at frequencies near the critical frename to remember in radio.
quency? If it does not, th·e implication
would appear to be that point
of maximum electron concentration
does lie higher in the layer, and that
waves of frequency greater than the
critical would, if they did not fail
to return because of being attenuated,
show increased virtual heights. If,
however, the curve of virtual height
against frequency is rising almost
vertically near the critical frequency,
P.O. BOX 90 - BROADWAY-SYDNEY one would infer that the point of
maximum el•ectron concentration is
being reached, and that the failure of

WITH
AN EYE
TO THE FUTURE

RADIO ICES
PTY. LTD.
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higher frequencies to return is due to
penetration of the layer.
Power Effect?
Again, does the critical frequency
vary with the power radiated? If it
does it would appear that attenuation
is the deciding factor, because attenuation can be overcome by an increase
in radiat.ed power. whereas electron
limitation determines the critical frequency quite independently of the
power radiated. It ought, therefore,
to be possib1'e to determine whet.her
it is, in fact, the true critical frequency which is being measured or
not.
On the whole-so far as the abstract goes-one would conclude that,
in that part oo the paper which deals
with F2 lay.er behaviour, L·eithauser
has not quite proved his point, and
that, to account for the anomalies previously mentioned, further work is
necessary.
-"Wireless \Vorld," (Eng.)
·•!••!••:++:..:••:••!••:••:••!••!••!••!o!•-:-!++!++!++!••~••!++!••!++:••!++:..:1

JUNK SET
(Continued from page 11 )

ferent output tubei'I require different
valu·es of bias resistors. These are
found from valve data charts.
Alternative Valves
If a 21h-volt transformer and 21/:ivolt tubes are used, then a. -27 or -.5G
could be used as the detector, and a
47, 2A5 or 59 as output. Even a -58
connected a s a triode giv•es a small,
but quite useful output (about a
third of a watt) . For a 6.- volt transformer, there is quite a range of tubes,
such as 6J7G (as triode) for detector,
6F6G, 6A4, 6G6G, etc., for output. A
6U7G can be used as an output pentod·e giving about half a watt at 300
volts. The snag is the high speaker
impedance required about 50,000
ohms. (Impedances of about this value
were used at one time straight after
power detectors in small superhets).
For a tuning coil, a modern Reinartz
shielded co.U in any of the better
makes could be used.
Performance
A simple set such as this "two-valve
and rectifier" is b·est suited to distances of about ten or twenty miles
from the city stations. A fairly long
aerial can then be employed without
trouble from stations running into one
another. In the city areas, a short indoor aerial of about fifte'en feet
should be enough. More g·ain and better separation of stations could be obtained with a screen-grid or pentode
detector. In that case, resistance coupling would be advisable.
We built up two of these sets, each
of which happened to use 4-volt
valves. One worked so well that we
tried it out with short-waV'e coils, later adding an aperiodic (i.e., untuned)
R.F. stage to improve selectivity and
sensitivity. This will be described in
a later issue.
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EVOLUTION

OF THE TUNING

COIL

Part 5 of an interesting series of articles dealing with
the development of modern design.

I

N the, very early days when a receiver was lucky to pick up on·e
single transmitter, it was corn. rnon practice to have no tuning device at all; just receive everything
that came along and be grnteful. Most
of the stations were spark transmitters and even when two were received
simultaneously the different notes
made it possible to distinguish betwe·en them.

coil 1s generally better. The primary
winding varied from 3 or 4 turns for
the high selectivity and low gains to
20 or 30 turns for poor selectivity and
high gain. For the reaction coil, about
30 to 40 turns of thin wire (36 to 40
gauge) was used.
Larger receivers embodying one or
more R.F. stag·es, used similar tuners
without any reaction coils, sufficient
(or mo·re than sufficient) reaction being obtained from coupling between
Early Tapped Coils
coils, inter-electrode capacities in
A tuned aerial circuit, however, valves, etc.
"'ave increased efficiency and enabled
Problems of Shielding
tirn elimination of a station which
worked on a markedly different waveWhen coils began to be shielded,
length. Early tuning devices were various problems arose. If the shield
rather crude, consisting of a tapped can. were too small it absorbed power
inductance coil, or one· with a slider. in eddy-current effects unless the co·il
Sometimes there were both fine and were small. whilst small coils in those
coarse tappings and simple type of days had very low efficiencies. The
variable condenser might be shunted early screened coils were about 1 to
across it .for a fine adjustment.
1 % inches diameter with cans 21/:i to 5
inches diameter. Rather bulky. The
For the Long Wav·es
length of the cylindrical winding reduced the efficiency and the thin wire
In England and Australia, the wide usually
after a while from
range of wav'e-lengths (when broad- corrosionsuffered
..
castrng fir at became popular) necessitated plug in coils and these were
Modern Coils
usually slab- (or pie-) wound, honeyovercome
these difficulties the
To
<:ornb, spider-web or basket-weave. Of
the so-called "low-loss" typ'es, the honey-comb coil was re-introduced in
spiderweb was probably the least ef- a miniature form. A dipping of wax
ficient and the basket-weave the most. prevented corrosion, only special
The honeycomb type was the most waxes of high insulating properties
common, on account of the eas·e with being used. To reduce capacity losses
which it could be wound by machine. and enable a wide tuning rang·e, the
With the restriction of the broad- secondary coil may be wound in seccast band (in Australia) to 2-50 to 500 tions,. whilst a large high-impedance
metres, the need for plug-in-coils primary is coupled to it by a small
ceased and the higher efficiency of condenser (see article on R.F. couptlrn cylindrical coil became more wide- ling).
Goil efficiency has been further inly known. This was pointed out by
Hugo Gernsback and others in "Radio creased by the use of "iron dust"
cores. These cores consist of a plug
News" in 1925.
containing a very· large number of
Coverage Efficiency
particles each insulated from the
oth·ers and composed of a high permeThe Lorenz. or basket-weave coil ability material. The insulation and
approached the cylindrical coil in gen- small size of the particles prevents
eral efficiency and had a lower diis- eddy current loss and the nature of
tributed capacity, giving a surprising the magnetic material reduces hysterwave-band (or frequency) coverage esis loss to a minimum.
for the one coil. A pair of coils with
.0005 mfd. condenser that was stanCoils of the Future
dard in those days, would cover from
Nowadays the home constructor can
40 to 600 metres.
no longer wind his own coils and obtain the utmost in efficiency, and we
Three-(:oil Tuners
hope that he doesn't have to try it in
The 3-coil tuner consisting of a fixed the future. Possibly, after the war,
primary ( werial) coil, a fixed second- we will see teven smaller coils of
ary ('grid) coil and a movable reac- higher efficiency than ever before tion or feed-back coil was very popu- a complete coil in a 1h- or %,-inch
lar with the simple one, two and three cube saerns possible, although unvalve sets, and is quite suitable for shielded coils may be th•e rule in the
use today, except that a fixed reaction ultra-small sizes.
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STEP

BY

STEP-Part14

The Regenerative Detector
The principle on which regeneration works, and how
it is applied, is discussed in this month's instalment.
this effect is called. results in a tremendous increase in sensitivity, as
well as an appreciable improvement
in selectivity. The great increase in
sensitivity means that enormous distances can be successfully covered
with small receivers . In fact while a
station 50 miles away might perhaps
not be heard on a one-valve set without regeneration, with it stations
thousands of miles away can be
B•

A- A•

f=IG.4

flli I

I

N the circuit shown in fig. 1, the
condenser "C2" connected from the
plate of the detector to earth is
inserted to by-pass the unwanted
radio frequency currents appearing
in the plate circuit. However, this
r.f. •energy can, by using the modified circuit arrangement shown in
fig. 3, be put to a particularly useful
purpose, by feeding it back into the
grid circuit for re-amplification.
Enormous Increase In Sensitivity
This regeneration (or reaction), as

A•

AMPLIFIER

AETURNfD TO THE INPUl
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brought in at good headphone
Wily Do Tl1ey Like W 001nplty Tone ?
strength.
Feedback Must Be Controllabll'e
Can anyone ex1)lain why it is that doubt; do receivers sound woomphy
To enable this to be done success- those who us·e receiving sets for to me because my aged ears have lost
fu~ly, however, it is necessary to pro- bringing in the dance music of the some o{ their high-note response.
Do I like the tone-control turned
vide an efficient means for controlling day so often find it desirable to turn
the amount of r.f. fed back from the the tone control as far counter-clock- farther clockwise than the young
plate to the grid circuit, for if the wise as it will go, or very nearly so? dance-music enthusiast would have it
feedback passes a certain limit, the Is it because this takes the edge off the owing to the sad effects of senile devalve will commence oscillating, which excruciating noises produced by muted cay? It is, of course, a fact that once
_largely nullifies the enormous benefit trumpets and other strange instru- you are over thirty or so your ears
of regeneration. What is required, ments, thereby rende1·ing t hem less un- respond less and less well to high frequencies. Hence grave and (we hope)
then, is a control that enable the high- bearable
I don't know.
reverend seniors might need the tone
est possibl'e amplification to be obtainI seek more light on the subject. control turned clockwise in order to
ed without the detector breaking into
What I do know is that if the news be able to- hear the upper notes that
osciliati on.
bulletin follows a dance band pro- :;:re clearly audible to gilded youth .
.\'lany Forms of Basic Circuit
Is it then really the ears of the oldThere are many different modifica- grnmme, hardly a word is intelligible
tions of regenerative detector circuits until someone has moved the TC knoh er folk that w.oomph rather than th<"loudspeake_rs of our wireless sets? I
but fundamentaliy they all work or{ a long way clockwise.
This preference for muffled (mel- hardly think this can be so, for I
the ~ame principle-the feeding back
of energy for re-amplification from low is, I believe, the accepted term) notice thnt the young, too, are unabl•e
one part of the circuit (generally the reproduction is all the more puzzling to comprehend the news when it is
since the majority of the sets that one reproduced with the dance-music setplate circuit) to the grid circuit.
The method of regeneration illus- come!'l across in messes and canteens tings of their choice.
-By "Diallist in Wireless Worlrl,
trnted in fig. 3 is known as the have little enough "top" anyhow.
But sometimes I am assailed by (Eng.).
"swinging coil" type.
Universally
popular in the early days of radio,
it fell into disfavour some years ago,
Other popular methods of controlmainly because of several serious Methods for Obtaining Reg·eneration
Some of the methods that have been ling regeneration include potentiodrawbacks.
The third winding "L3" shown develop2d for introducing· and con- meter control of plate voltage, and
connected in the plate circuit is the trolling regeneration will now be dis- in the case of $Creen-grir! detectors
reaction or feedback winding. Sup- cussed. From the above it is obvious potentiometer control of screen grid
ported near "L2". the grid winding, that the essential requirements of a vo ltage.
Fig. 8 illustrates the now widely
it is inductively coupled to the latter rntisfactJry regeneration system are
smoothness and simplicity of opera- used electron-coupled method of reby virtue of its proximity.
The - amount of coupling existing· tion. Freedom from hand capacity is generation, in which t he feedback
betwee'l the two windings, and thus also necessary. Some of the circuits winding is included in the cathode
the amount of feedback, is coutrolled to be discussed do not possess these instead of the plate circuit, regeneraby rotating the reaction winding qualifications, and so have fallen into tion being controlled by a variation
·of screen voltage. The valve shown is
about its axis. When the plane of disus2.
For example, the "swinging coil" an indirectly-heated type, though
the latter winding is at right angles
regeneration
is
to that of the grid winding, coupling method of obtaining and controlling electron-coupled
is at a minimum; when the two are regeneration is rather difficult to easi ly obtainable with batter y tyoe
parnllel it is at >i maximum, while handle, and it is not easy to get the Yalves as well.
The main advantage of the electrnnintermediate positions give inter- really fine degree of coupling necessary for best results. Also. varying couplerl oscillator is high stabi1ity
mediate values of feedback.
the coupling between the two wind- and· minimum de-tuning of the receivHow Regeneration is Obtained
ings results in an alteration to the ed signal.
The signal applied across the tuned effective inductance- of the grid windcircuit from the aerial via the prim- ing, which means that with every
ury winding "Ll" is in the form of a adjustment of th·e reaction control R.F. COUPLING
high frequency alternating voltage. ihe tuning is upset-only to a very
(Continued from page 8)
When applied to the detector gr]d, s ight degree, it is true, but sufficient
this results in corresponding variato
µrove
annoying.
of
.25
megohm
and a .00005 mfd. contions in the plate current. The latter
Hartley circuit shown in fig. denser couple the aerial to the grid
flows throngh "L3" (which is known 4 The
was at one time fairl y extensively and the first tuned c-i rcuit. The second
as the tickler, reaction or regeneration used.
The grid and reaction coils com- tuned circuit is of the tuned anode
windiHg), and in so doing induces into prise one
continuous winding which is type with the condenser plates at
"L2" by virtue of the inductive coup- centre tapped.
However, in the ar- earth potential as regards D.C.
ling existing between the windings, an
'.fhe fourth circuit shows the aperiidentical but greatly enlarged replica rangement shown. both rotor and
of the original signal applied to the stator of the reaction conden.sor are od1c R.F. transformer in a "hi-fi" set
above ·earth potential as regards r.f., of the T.R.F. type. This idea is well
grid.
This regenerative effect, if kept and so hand capacity effects are par- worth experimenting with. Possibly
a s11itable transformer could be made
under control to prevent the detector ticularly troublesome.
Fig. 5 ~hows the widely popular up by jumble-winding two lots of 200
from breaking into oscillation, results
Reinart:.1 circuit. The adaptation shown turns of 40 gauge wire over a core
in tremendous amplification.
The process is indicated in diagram- in fig. 6, known as the Schnell cir- from an "iron core" coil. The seconmatic form in fig. 2. The sketch seems cuit, has an important advantage over da~y woulrl be one winding and the
to inrlicate that regeneration is not the Reinartz, in that the rotor plates primary the other. If there are two
solely a radio frequency effect. and of the reaction condenser are a t earth RF. stages with a soupcon of reo-ellthis is quite true, as intermediate fre- potential. Fig. 7 show5 a still further eration from capacity between grid
quency as well as audio regeneration modification, which is also very widely leads, t hen the gain should still be
used.
. .. ample.
are obtainable. ·
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..S'ho~twave ~evietv CONDUC~E~.8:eAsi·
'\'OTES FROM MY DIARYThe Silly Season
aLvays think this time of the year
can be truthfully called the Silly
Se'.lson as far as radio is concerned.
Tlre Short-waves do not seem to be
ab' e to make up their minds what they
going to do. One day we fi£,·ure winter
is just around the corner by the way
the signals are coming in. and during
daylight, and this is confirmed by the
poor signals at night, when the next
day there is no sign of them. But in
a few weeks all will be well and pretty
near the whole of the day we will
ha\'e a grand choice.
During the Easter holidays (transport :facilities preventing· th2 brief
vacation being spent away· from home)
I had a fine opportunity of checking
up what was to be tuned in. One night
1 was inclined to test the valves when
the BBC was "sotto voce" but at 9
p.m. I found the ABC were compelled
to apologise through 2BL for the cessation of the news from London due
to "baJ reception conditions." Well, if
thev, with all their channels cannot
pull London in conditions are poor.
Anyway, generally speaking, one of
London's transmitters can be heard
for the most of the day, but from 6.30
p.m. till 9.30 p.m. it is sometimes very

difficult to hear t11em. Of course, there
are days when conditions, for no apparent r eason, are surprisingly bad,
to wit, Easter Monday. From 9 a.m. I
could not bring in one BBC signal till
just on ·3.30 p.m., but with the rapid
approach of winter this will change.
Jacutta
Remember in February issue I made
a guess at the spelling of the Japancse name for Batavia? From a talk
by Paul A. Morawetz, I learn it is
Djakarta. Singapore is, as we already
know. Shonan, which means "Light of
the East." Borneo is Brunei, Mayala,
Marai and Java is Djawa.
South America
The suggestion in April issue that
South America would probably improve their short-wave stations was
timely, as hardly had the paper gone
t:> pr2ss than we find PRL-8 in Brazil
with a power of 50,000-watts reaching
us .sev2r:;d times during the day. Full
particulars can be found under "New
Stations."
Change of Set-up
Commencing with the June issue it
is my intention to alter the s·et-up of
station particulars, previously shown
as The Month's Loggings, and now

ILL-WIVE ILL-WORLD DX CLUB

'

Application for Membership
The Secretory,
All-Wove All-World DX Club,
243 Elizabeth .Street, Sydney.
D.cor Sir,
i am very interested in dxing, a nd am k.eer to 10,n your Club

1'-lome
Address
{Please print

both plainly)

My set is a

I
I
I

I

I enclose herewith the Life Membership fee of 2/- (Postal Notes or Money
Order I, for which I will receive, post free, a Membership Certlf1cate showing
my Off1c1al C lub Number NOTE- Club Badges ore not available.
<Signed )

~:::: ::·. :o. ~o: ~:nt . to m~:~: their ce,ies can
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as Allied and Neutral Countries Shortwave Schedules.
Instead of appearing under Countries, the list of audible stations will
be in Frequency order Symbols denoting New Stations Changes in Schedules or Frequency, etc., will be used,
thus giving readers a quick check up
on any alterations.
Austin Condon
A k~tter from Austin would suggest
that schedul'es have given place to
curriculum, so short-wave logging has
been out the question. notwithstanding
he has his "old faithful" with him.
But I notice his leave is spent at a
Dxers and his mail brings verifications of reports sent from Laura. One
of t he first to tune-in the now dis( Ontinued VLQ, he has received an
acknowledgement from the P.M.G.'s
Department. Letters addressed to
437779 AC2 A. S. Condon, F . Flig·ht,
2 Squadron, No. l I.T.S., R.A.A.F.,
Somers, Victoria, will be welcomed
Arthur Cushen
Coming fourth in a world DX cont est is something of which to be justifiably proud, and our congratulations
go to Arthur Cushen for this fine
achievement, all the more meritorious
when it was conducted by such an
organisation as the Radex DX Club of
U.S.A., and he was th·e only 1-istener
outside of the U.S.A. to reach th'e
final stage.
In a letter conveying the above information Mr. Cushen tells me he
heard a station announcing as American Telephone and Tel'e graph Co on
9.89 m.c., 30.34 metres at 5 a .m., 7
a.111. and 5 p.m.
Another interesting item refers to
HP5G. This Panama station at noon
takes news in Spanish from the BBC,
after which race news and results in
English are given. (F'o r those who
would like a little after midnight
listening. according to "Globe Circlel'," HP5G on Mondays at 3 a.m.
broadcast "You Can't Do Business
With Hitler." (L.J.K.).
Mr. Cushen tops his letter off with
"Yerifications received from W-CDA
(31 metres), PZX, VUD (41 metres),
VLQ and VLQ-3.
Quips From Quilpie
"About those 11 metre Daventry
stations, are they in use, audible etc.,
if so, when?" says Dr. Gaden. (l have
not received any reports nol' ever
heard of anyol1!e tuning-in a 11 metre
station from anywhere but the U .S.A.
That was a year or so ago, and they
were only audible for about a quarter
of an hour around 10 a.m.-Keast.)
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Have you 11eard the South American
on 25.61 metres- I think it is PRL-8,
that's what the call sounds like. Heard
it close at 4 p.m., not too sure, but
think he is on in a.m. Heard KGEI
on 25.57 metres again-and at long
last letter of verification from them
for reports on 5 frequencies-some
reports were a year old.
Night reception has gone off a lot
·says Dr. Gaden, the 13 metres band is,
after some nice nights, now completely
gone. Daytime when I do listen, is
pretty good 'especially Daventry,
which booms in at 10 a.m., and from
noon till 2 p.m. I often g·et good results. (While daylight reception is definitely on the improve down here,
Hfter abo.ut 8.30 a.m. it is nearly
noon before a really dec·ent signal is
available from the BBC. but then
right through till about 7 p.m. O.K.Keast.)
KWID, KWV and KWY

SHORT WA VE NOTES AND
OBSERVATIONS
Under this heading will be printed
each month excerpts from listeners'
r-eports, notes culled from overseas
publications, together with my own
observations. These notes will be
shown in country form so that readers can tell at a glance any particular
changes that have taken place during
the month.
AUSTRALIA
As from Monday, April 26, VLQ,
7240kc. 11.44m., has been withdrawn
owing to interference, the service
being taken up by VLQ-3, 9660kc.,
31.0fon. (Keast).
An air-mail letter from the chief
engineer of Station VLQ-3 giving
details of broadcasts also states the
transmitter is a Standard Telephones & Cables (Sydney) 10,000
watt job, and signal is directed to
r:tueensland. So he presumes we are
getting the back beam. (Cushen.)
NEW CALE.DONIA
FKRAA, Noumea. 6162kc, 48.68m:
Heard with the news in English at
G.15 p.m. There's no doubt about
this one, thes·e days. (Perkins).

WNBI, New York, on 9670kc., 31.02rn.
although scheduled to open at 4 p.m.
closes at this hour announcing next
broadcast wil be on 15,270kc., lD.riO
metres through WCBX. (Keast).
K WV, 'Frisco, 7-565kc., 39.66m., puts
in a terrific signai opening at 4 p.111.
with news. Mostly in parallel with
KWID 931.35m.,. till closing at 6.30
p .m. offers some fine items. (Keast) .
KGEI, 'Frisco, 11,730kc.,. 25,58m.
Heard him again-closes at 12.45
p.m. and states will re-open on 41.28
metres at 1 p .m. (Gaden).
W00-4, New York. According to aclYice from U.S.A. Office of War Information correct frequency is 86GO
kc., or a wave-length of 34.6rn. From
the same source I learn WLWO is on
G080kc .. or a wave-length of 49.3m
from 2.15 p.m. tiil closing at 8 p.m.
as suggested by Dr. Gaden a nd myself, although announcer said: "·19.5
metre:; beamed to Europe." (Keast.)
WRUL, Unbersity Club, Bo:;ton,
opens on 7805kc., at 6 p.m., a somewhat strange frequenc y for a commercial transmitter. Strength of this
50,000 watter is naturall y ven'
g·ood. They carry "The Voice of
America" programmes a nd Keith
Gaden says he has heard them relaying W004 at 7 p.m. and WRCA
at 7.15 p.m. (Cushen) .
KWY, 'Frisco, 7565kc., 39.66m : Is thC!
champion in the 33- 40' section
(Gaden). In this I concur and "The
Jack Benny Show" on Tuesdays at
8.30 p.m. is great. (Keast).
·
WRUW, Cincinatti. 30.98m.: Heard at
8.45 till 8.-30 a.m. giving· news session in English. Incidentally this is
the best and clearest I have heard
WRUW for a long time. (Perkins) .
WCDA on 25.36111. was fine on Mondav
April 26, from' 1 p.m. VLW-2 spoilt
a really fil1'e signal at 1.8·0 p.rn.
(Hallett).

;Here are some regular Monday
feature3 from these popular "Voice of
America" transmitters:KWID, 9570kc., 31.35111; KWY,
75r;:)kc., 09.66m; KWV, 10,840kc.,
27.68m.
KWID and KWV-5.45 pm: Headlines
AMERICA
from home; 6.00 pm: News; 6.05
Central
pm: News; 6.05 pm Sports Today;
Just heard an old favourite of mine,
6.15 pm: Melody Round-up; 6.30
and not too bad at 1 p .m.-HP5G,
p.m.: KWV Closes down.
Panama, ll,780kc., 25.47m (Gaden).
KWID-6.30 p.m: Harry James.
HP5G very good at Invercargill as
KWID and KWY-6.45 pm: Overseas
earl:v at 11.45 a.m. on Sunday. At
News; 7.00 pm: News; 7.15 pm:
11.55 a.m news in English is broadBenny Goodman; 7.30 pm: CavalC'.ast followed by Big Ben and a recade of Victory; 8.00 i1m: News;
la~' ·of the news in Spanish at noon.
8.05 pm: Palmer House; 8.15 pm:
From London at 12.15 pcm. Horse
K WID closes.
·
:·acin.2.' results are broadcast. They
KWY-8.15 pm: Yarns for Yanks;
announce as "HP5G and HOA,
8.30 pm: Freel Allen.
Voices of Democracy." (Cushen).
And some others I have heard are:
North
W·e dnesdays at 8.30 pm: Bob Hope.
Fridays at 7.30 pm: Fibber McGee Heard WRUW. Boston, on an anArgentina
nounced wave-length of ·30.92m., at
and Molly.
Saturdays at 8.30 pm : Charlie Mc3.45 p.m. on Easter Monday. Pro- LRX, Buenos Aires, 9660kc.. 81.0flrn.
Carthy.
gramme was directed to c~mtral
are in very fine strength when they
And nightly, except Sunday and
America, but station identification
sign at 9 p.m. "Radio el Mundo" reMonday at 8.15 pm through KWY,
was given in English. Quite a good
opens on LRU on 15,290kc., rn.62rn
Prairie Serenade.
signal. (K•east).
at 9.15 p.m. (Cushen) .

As the Ultimate factory is engaged
in vital war prnduction, the supply
of Ultimate commercial receivers
cannot be maintained at present.

Sole Australian Concessionaires:

GEORGE BROWN &CO. PTY. LTD.
267 Clarence Street, Sydney
Victorian Distributors: J. H. MAGRATH PTY. LTD. , 208 Little Lonsdale Street
Melbourne
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SERVICE: Ultimate owners are assured of continuity of service. Our
laboratory is situated at 267 Clarence Street, Sydney.
Servicing of all brands of radio sets
amplifiers, as well as Rola Speakers
is also undertaken at our laboratories.
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SOUTH Al\tERlCA
Brazil
Dr. Gaden writes: "I have been hearing what sounds like a South American closing at 4 p.m .. on 25.60m."
This will be the ne w Brazilian, PRL8, 11,720kc., See 'New Stations."

NEW STATIONS
PRL-8, Rio de Jonier
l l ,720kc, 25.60m
This is a new station of t he Brazil ion Department of Press and Propaganda. First re
porter is Hugh Perkins. Announcing as
"Radio Nacional" with a power of 50,000
watts at transmits ta Great Britain from
5.30 to 7.45 am, with a talk in English
at 7.3 Oam. News is heard at 6 am. A
broadcast to Latin America in Spanish and

Portuguese commences at 7.45 om., con
tinuing till noon. From noon to l. l 0 pm
broadcast is intended for North Ame rica.
( English announcer is John Adams. Theme
signal is 14 note chime melody from

"Country Moon" "Globe Circler.")
WRX, New York
9905kc, 30.29m
This new U.S.A. station is heard in para I lel
w ith WGEA, 6l90kc, 48.47 m from 2. 15 pm
to 8 pm. It is directed to Europe. But from
8 am to 2 pm is beam ed to the West
Coasi· of South America.
WCW, New York
l 5 ,850kc, l 8.9m
Directed to Central Africa from 3 am to
7 am. Thi s is another outlet for U.S ..A.
-·, London,
l l ,765kc, 25.50m
This station, which I believe to be a BBC
transmitter, was heard on Good Friday in
Pacitic Service-not as loud as GSD.
. .. .. .. . .. . 9640kc, 31 . l 2m
- - , Londcn
This also appears to be a new BBC transmitter--heard in foreign lan.guages at 4
pm on April 24.

PRL-8. "Ra dio N acional", Rio de
Janiero is the most outstanding
signal this month. F ir st heard opening at noon with bells, and then
with news and typical Spanish
music till signing at 1 p.m. (Cush-

Allied and Neutral Countries
Short-Wave Schedules
Schedules are bel ieved to b e correct at time
of go ing to press, ·but are su bject ta chan.ge
without notice. Readers w il l show a g rateful
consideration for others if t hey will notify m e
o f any a:terations. .Please send reports t o:L. J. Keost, 23 Honiton A ve. W., Carling fo rd,
Urgent reports 'phone Epping 25 l l.
Log gings are shown u nder "Short W ave
N otes and Observatio ns."
Australia:

VLl-3, Sydney ... .
l 5,32.0kc, l 9 .58m
8 .1 5 pm to 9.45 pm fo r Asia in Mandarin,
Engl ish, Malay a nd D utch . (See VLG-4 for
times).

VLG-6, Melbourne,
l 5230 kc.. 1 9 .69rr.
M onday to Soturday I l .45 am to l .50 pm.
Notional programme from l 0.45 a .m . t o
l 2.30 p.m . M ondays to Saturd ays.
V ' G-7 . Melbourne
l 5 l 6 0kc., 19.79m
Sundoys 6.45 am t a l .50 pm; Monday to
Saturday 6.30 am t o 8. l 0 am.
VLG-9, Melbourne
l l ,900kc, 25. 21 m
From 12. 15 am to l 2 .45 am for Asia in
Eng l ish.
VLR-3, Melbourne
l l ,880kc, 2 5.25m
Sundays l 2.50 pm t o 6 .35 pm; Mond ay t a
Saturday l l .45 am t o 6.35 pm.
VLI -2 . Syd ney
l l ,8 70 k c, 25 .27m
4. 55 to 5.25 pm for Br it ish Isles.
VLG-4, Melbo urne
l l ,840kc, 25.3 5m
8 . 15 pm to 9.45 p m for A sia ; 8 . 16 t o Chun,.1 k ing I in Chinese) ; 8. 30 t o Shan ghai (in
Eng lish) ; 8.50 to Batavia (in Malay ); 9. 15
to Batavia I in Dutch)
VLW-3, Perth
l l .830 k c, 25. , 6n1
7 .30 a.m. to l 0.45 a. m .; l 2.30 p.m. to 7 .45
p .m. Relays W.A. Nationa l p rogramme. Tune
at l l am for BBC news.
V' ~-8. Melb')urne .. ..
l l ,760kr . 25 .5 l m
Sundavs: 6.45 am to l 2. 4 5 pm; Mond ay to
Saturday 6.30 a m to l 0 a m .
l l .7 l kc , 25 .62m
V LG-3, M elbourne
3. 10 p.m. t o 3.45 p.m. to N o rth A m erica
West; 3. 55 p .m . t o 4 .40 p .m . t o T ah iti in
French : 4 .55 p .m . to 5.2 5 p.m . to Brit ish
Isles; 5.30 p .m . to 5.50 p .m. to New Gu·i nea in
Japanese; 6.25 p.m. t o 7.25 p.m. to New
Ca ledon ia in French; 7 .30 p.m. to 8 p .m .
t o Australian Forces in S.W. Pacific.

Vl "1 - S, Sydney
~ 0,525kc. , 28.5 1m
Session to Nth America from 3. l O· pm to
3.4) pm .
V LQ- 3, Bri sba ne ... . .. .. . .. 9660k c, 3 1.05 m
Sundays : 6. 4 5 am to l 2.45 pm ; M ond a y to
Sat u rday 6 .30 am to l 0 a m . U nd est ond
from Sunday, .April 25, w ill take V LQ's
schedule from 6 .50 pm to l l .3C pm .
VLW- 2, Perth .... .... ...... .. 9650kc., 31.09m
8 pm to 12.30 a m re lays W.A. National
p rogramme.

VLI, Sydney
96l5kc, 3l .2m
From l 0 pm ta l 0.45 p m t o Nth A meri clJ
I Eastern States).
VLG, M e lbourne
9 580kc., 3 I .32m
For ·western States of Nort h Amer ica from
1 am to l .4 5om .
9580k c., 3 l .32rn
V LR, Me: bourne
Sundays : 6.50 p m to l l .30 p m; M o nday t o
Saturday from 6.45 pm.
9540kc., 3 1 .45m
VLG-2 Melbourne
For Eastern Stat es of Nth A merica from l 0
pm t o l 0.45 pm Fro m l l pm to midnight to
Sa igon in French ; l l .3 5 to Bangkok in T hai.
Vll-9, Sydney
7280kc, 4 1.2 l m
7.30 to 8 pm for Forces in S.W. Pa cifi c.
VLQ, Br isbane
7 240kc., 4 I .44 rn
Da ily 6.50 pm t o l l .30 pm. A s from Apr il
25, w ill be g iven on VLQ-3 , 3 l .05m .
Oceania:

New Caledonia :
f\. lr)qm Pa
r, 16/l' r. . 4<:; r ""' ~ From 5. 15 pm to 7 p m w ith news a t 6 . 18
pm. Closes 6. 15 on Sundays.

F K'~ AA.

AFRICA

Abyssit,io :
- -, Add is A baba
9620kc,
! 2. 15 a m t o l .30 a m; 3 a m to 4 . 15
Algeria :
AF H, A lgiers
12, l 20k c,
5. i 5 am t o 6 am .
AFH-2, Al-g iers
8960kc,
8.30 om t o 9.45 am ! 8.40 t o 9. 20
for M BS, CBS, NBC and BBC; 9 .20
messa ges for OWi in New Y ork.

31 . l 9 m
am .
2 4.75 m
3 3.48m
Pick- up
ta 9.45

(Continued on next pag·e)

1en).

PRL-8, Rio de Janiero. This is the
station I told you about. Heard it CE-960, Santiago, 9600kc., 31.25m.
utes, call sign is heard at 12.28 and
from n oon till 1 p.m. and at much
Heard very well t ill GRY op'ens at
stat ion closes at 12.30. Open s again
better strength at 6- 7 a.m. Beamed
2.55 p.m. and t hat spoils t hings.
at 3.10 a .m. (Maguire).
to British I sles . Midday session is
(Cushen). (I though t they closed! at HER-5, Berne, 11,865kc., 25.28111.
for U.S.A. (Hallett).
2 p.m.-Keast.)
~eems to have .gone. Have n ot heard
since April 11, when at 10.15 p.m .
Chile
THE EAST
news in German was r ead till 10.35
India
CE-1180, Santiago 11,975kc., 25.04m.
when the same wa s given in French.
was heard ·at good strength at 1 p.m. V UD-6, Delhi, 25.45m. News in E n g (Keast).
(Gaden).
lishs at 11 p.m. and a commenta r y Her-6. Berne , 15,305kc., 19.60m is n ow
27/3/43) on the big U .S.A. bombing
testing on Tuesda ys and Satur days
• •••••••• + • • • • • • • • • • •
raid on Ki ska (Per kin s ) .
from 6.30 p.m . t ill 8 p.m. A letter
I~
from the Consulate-Gen eral of
EUROPE
"We wish to advise our
Swit zerland says it is h oped recepU.S.S.R.
many clien.ts that shorttion will he improved by bringing
Moscow on 28.72m. a t 10 p.m. ·gives
age of staff prevents us
transmissions 7-5 minutes 2arlier
schedules. News in E nglish is given
1~
than last month . (Kea st).
giving the prompt service
at 8.47 a.m. on 19.70, 19.85 and 24.61
~E Rc3 , 6165kc.,. 48.66m.- N ews in E n gmetres. ( Maguire) .
we desire to give, and
lish read by lady at 6.45 a.m. (PerMoscow is O.K. when opening at 7.15
apologise for any delay.
kins ).
a .m . on 19.7m., wit h announcements
All orders and inquiries
and news in Eng lish ; music is a lso
MISCELLANEOUS
w i II be attended to in
presented (H allett) .
foe la nd
order of re~eipt . "
Swiotzerland
T F J , Heykjavik, 12,235kc., 24.52111:
DENHAM'S RADIO
Radio Suisse, Berne, 11,955kc.. 25.09m
Heard at Invercar gill at good
Announcing in French and Italian is
strength, though some rnorse on sig SERVICE
heard at midnight. N ews in English
nal from 3.15 till 3.-30 p.m. (Cushis given at 12.20 a .m. for five minen).
=~

l

It

1

I~
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Egypt:
7865kc, 38. l 5m
SUX, Cairo
3.45 !Jm to 4.30 am; 5.15 am to 7.45 am .
Contacts BBC near 8 am.
SUP-2, Cairo
6320kc, 47.47m
Believe on continuous wove from 3 to 4
pm. Broadcasts irregularly,
French Equatorial Africa:
FZI, Brazzaville
l l ,970kc, 25.06m
5 am to 7.30 am; News: 5.30 am; 4 pm to
4.20 pm; 11.30 pm to 11.45 pm.
Gold Coast:
6002kc, 49.98m
. ZOY, Accra,
2.15 am to 5.1) om; news 5 am.
ZOY, Accra
7300kc, 41. l Om
Same schedule as 49.98m.
Kenya Colony:
VQ7LO, Nairobi
10,730kc, 27.96m
: 0.45 pm to midnight; .15 am to 3. 15 am;
3.30 am to 5 am.
V07LO, Nairobi .... ....
6060kc., 49.Sm
8.45 pm to 9. 15 pm; 2.30 am to 5.30 am
except Sunday and Monday; Tuesday and
Thursday, l 1.30 pm to 12.30 am; Saturday
8.45 pm to 9.30pm; 2.30 am to 5.30 am .
Madagascar:
Fl".\" Tananarive
9700kc, 30.93m
l am to 3 am. Signs off with "Marsellaise."
o Tonnnorive. Tananarive, 6162kc, 48.68ni
Said to be heard at midnight with good signal.
Rodia Tananarive, Tananarive, 8355kc, 35.90m
Said to be heard around 2.45 am.
r:("' r1

.. .. , 9897kc, ,3.0 :31 m
WCBX, New York
l 5,270kc, l 9 .6m WKRD, New York
5 am to 7 am (Europe); 6.45 pm to 8.30
5 pm to 7.45 pm. Directed to Brazil.
pm
I
Europe
I,
WCB, Hicksville
l 5,580kc, i 9.28m
9897ko, 30.31 m
Heard with fair signal from 7.15 till 8 am, WKRX, New York
8 om to l •).45 om. News at 10 om.
otherwise ,good signal spoilt by R7 rnorse.
WRX,. New· York
9905kc, 30.2~m
KWU, Dixon
l 5,355kc, l 9.53m
"7.. 15 pm to 7 pm; ·8 om to· 2 pm.
6.30 am to 8. 15 am I Mondays from 7 am I WDL, Ocean Gate (NJ". l
9150kc ; 30:77m
News 6.30 7 and 8 am. 9.45 am to 12.30
6.15 cim ta 9 am and. 6.45 pm to> S• pm.
pm I except Mondays and Thursdays I.
Both direded ta N. Africa.
·
WRUW, Boston
l 5,350kc, l 9.54m WRUW, Boston
9700kc;' 30:93m
3.30 am to 4.30 am directed to Europe and
6.45 pm to 9 pm I Europe I. 4.45: o"m to 8
am ( Europe). 8.15 am to 4"pm ICt1ribb1>iJhl
in foreign lon:guages.
··
· 9670kr. 31 0 2m
WGEA, New York
l 5,335kc, l 9.57m WNBI, New York
4 pm to 6 pm I Europe I. Heard at· 3.40 pm
7.30 om to 9.45 am.
l 5,330kc, l 9.6m
in Spanish and closed at 4 pm !'Keast I:<- i
WGEO, New York
WGEO, New York
·
9650kc, 31 .08m
10.15 pm to 5.30 am.
Not heard since March 28. '
· ·
·
KWID, 'Frisco
l 5,290kc l 9.62m
9590kc, 31 :28m
7 am to l l. 15 pm. News hourly on the hour. ·wLWO, Cincinnati
Directed to South America.
lO am to 2 pm.
9570k"'". ·.31. ~c;~-.
WLWO, Cincinnati
l 5,250kc, l 9.67m KWI D 'Frisco
7 .30 pm to 9.45 am. Directed to E. South
3 pm to · 4.45 pm •!Orientr; · 5 pm · to 8.15
America.
~m I Australia I. l 1.30 am to Z.45 pm i Sth.
WBOS, Boston
15,210kc, 19.72m
America). News every hour on the hour.
l 0. l 5 pm to l am;
9530kc. 3 i •4Sm
. l 5 am to 2.45 am WGEO, New York . . ..
I directed to Europe ).
l. l 5 am to 2.45
5.45 am to 7.15 am ( Europe ); 7:30 · arrf'!to
am I European ).
2 pm IW. Sth. America I .
·
·
WNBI, New York
. . . ... . ... · .. ·. ... 9490kc, 3 L6 l m
15,150kc, 19.8lm KRCA
11 pm to 7 am.
3 pm to 3 am !Orient).
WOO, Ocean Gate (N.J.I 14470kc, 20.73m WCL, New York
9390kc, 31.95m
11 pm to 6 am. Directed to N .. Africa.
Said to be heard· from 8:- to 9 am; · rio reports this month . · ·· ·
··
WOO, New York
l 2,840kc, 23.3Gm
No information.
KES-2. 'Frisco
·
8930kc ;· 33.. 59m
8.15 pm tp 3 am !O rient ).
, ., ' '
WRCA, New York
l l ,893kc, 25.22m
3 am to 6.45 om (for Europe); 7 am to 1.30 W004, New York
8660kc;:· 34;6\-n
pm (for Brazill.
l 0 . am to 4 pm (5th. Arhehca"I. 4 , 15· pm to
7 pm I Europe I.
·
·
WBOS, Boston
l l ,870kc, 25.27m
3 am to 7.15 am (for Europe); 7.30 am to WKRX, New York
7820kc. 38.4m
2 pm for S. Americol. 8.15 pm to 10 pm.
7 pm to 10 pm I Australia I.
: ·•c' ., .
756.5.kc, 39.6"'m
WGEA, New York
... . l 1 ,847kc, 25.33m KWY. ' Frisco ·
6.45 pm ·to 9 .5 pm;· .. 10.3-0 pm tp 12.30 am.
9 pm to 7.15 am I directed to Europe ). News
KGEI , 'Frisco .. ..
, .. .
7250k.c. Al .-38m
9 pm I Bad signal at present).
12.59 pm to 4.05 , am .. News on the hour.
WCDA, New York
l l ,830kc, 25.36m
IN.E.I. I.
.
4 am to 7.30 am.
KWID. 'Frisco·
..... ..
7230kc: .4J.49m
8 am to 8.30 pm I Europe).
8.30 om t0 11 .30 pm ;. News·· hourly:·
WCRC, New York
l l ,830kc, 25.3~m
Directed to Orient.
9.30 am to 2 pm.
·6 190kc, 48·.·47m
WGEA, Schenectady
WRUL, Boston
11 ,790kc, 25.45m
2.15 pm to 6 pm di"reded to Europe.
3.30 om to 8 am I Europe I; 8.1 5 am to• 9.25 WCRC, New York
6170kc, .48:6m
am !Caribbean). 9.30 am to 4 pm ICen.
2. 15 pm to 4 pm 1Eurapel. So~me_ti:nes· ton America).
1 inue after' 4 prli. ·
KGEI, 'Frisco
l l ,730kc, 25.58m WBOS, Boston .. .
6 l 40kc . .48.B6m
6.58 am to 12.45 pm.
Heard frorri abCJut 6 to 8' ' l'>ni. En.qi ish ··every
WLWO, Cincinnati ... . ,
11,71 Okc, 25.62m
hour on the hour. Directl'!d to Etlrop<!: •·, ·
3.15 am to 7.15 am !Europe) ,
WLWO, Cincinnati
·
· ·'· · 6080kc, °49.34m
KWV, Dixon
l 0,840kc, 27 .68m
. .2.15 pm to 8 pm. Directed to Europe.
4 pm to 6.30 pm News 4 pm; sporting. re- WRUS. Boston
.
.. 6040kc, 49.67m
sults 5.45 pm.
4.15 pm . to . . 6.. 30 pm ,<European I ·
·
KES-3, 'Frisco
l 0,620kc, 28.25m
3 pm to 8 am I directed to Orient I.
(Continued on next page)

Portuguese East Africa:
CR7BE,Laurenco Marques
9845kc, 30.7m
4.25 am to 6.40 om. News 5.52 am.
Senegal:
941 Okc, 31 .BBm
FGA, Dakar
3.15 am to 3.35 am. Irregular.
FGA, Dakar ............... . l 5,345kc, l 9.55m
10.15 pm to 10.45 pm; 5.15 am to 6.45
am. Sometimes runs till 7.40 pm. Signs with
Marsellaise.
'
FGY, Dakar
7210kc, 41.6lm
Opens at 7.55 am, signs at 8.12 am saying
''Vive la France," and playing 11 Marseillaise.11 Ann~unces "Alie, ollo. ici Dakar ,
FGY en longuer d'onde 41 metres 61."
South Africa:
ZRK, Capetown
6097kc 49.20m
l .45 am to 6.45 am.
ZRH, Johannesbur.g
6007kc, 49.95m
Midnight to 6 am.
- - , South Africa
5960kc, 50.34m
Heard in West Australia from midni,g ht. Believe closes at 6 am.
Belgian Congo:
17,775kc, 16.88m
- - , Leopoldville
This station is being heard in West Australia from 8.55 pm to 10.15 pm Sydney ~~~~,_,,."-!'./ii~~°"'~'°'~""°~,...~Y'i~r:.
time.
ZNB, Mafeking
5890kc, 50.90m
Said to be heard at 5.45 am.
AMERICA
Central:
Costa Rica:
T14NRH, Heredia .. ..
9740kc, 30.80m
Daily 10 to 11 pm; Wednesday, Friday and
Sunday 1.30 pm to 2.30 pm.
Tl EMP, San Jose
10,050kc, 29.85m
Think now off the air~w as being heard
from l to 2 pm .
Ptu,oma:
HPSG, Panama City
11,780kc, 25.47m
l 1.15 am to 2 pm , 11. 15 pm to 12.30 am ;
2.45 am ta 6 am.
HPSA, Panama City
1 l ,700kc, 25.64m
11 pm to 3 am; l 1. l 0 am to 3pm.
Guatemala:
TGWA, Guatemala City
15, 170kc, l 9.78m
Mondays: 3.45 am to 8.15 am; daily 3.45
am to 4.55 om.
TGWA, Guatemala Citv .... 9685kc, 30.98m
Mondays: 9 am to 2.45 pm; daily from 11.50
am. Generally 2 pm' before heard in Sydney
--will improve as winter approaches.

NOTICE TO DX CLUB . MEMBERS" · .·
-"••;.,

·.;:.

Members of the All-Wave All-World DX Club.are ·advised that they shou .ld make
a point of replenishing their stock of stationery immediately, ·as all ·pa.per· prices
have risen, and we expect that it will be necessary
increase pric.es by at
least 25%.
.

to

Already it has been found necessary to aba.ndon the: iog-sbeets ...ond c:lub stickers.
However, while stocks last, the following stationery is available at t.he prices
shown:...,.

North:

REPORT FORMS.-Save time and make ·sure of supplying all t!te in-:
formation required by using these official forms, which identify. you ,
with an establi;hed DX organisation .
. 21-' fo'r 50·~,'- i)ost free,., , .
Price
.
. . ···~ .. .
NOTEPAPER.-Headed Club notepaper for m~mberi/ correspo;,den.ce; .·;;, ..
is also available.
Price
2/- fp~;. 50 sheets, P,OSt he~' ._·

ALL-WAVE ALL-WORLD DX CLUB, 243 Elixabeth Street, Sydney.;· ··,,
WCRC, New York ....
17 ,830kc, 16.83rn
8 pm to 7.15 am; 7.30 am to 9.15 am.
..
WCW, New York ............ 15,850kc, 18.9m
3 am to 7 am; directed to Central Africa . "J!/"'i.C~....~""'~;..,~/'ij~~~~~~~~i::-<~""'~"'~"'~~~....::~"'~~-...-~,.,
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LOGGINGS
Continued
Mexico:
XEFT, Mexico City
9550kc, 3 \ .40m
Continuously on the air Heard just before
closing ot 3 pm on most days.
XEWW Mexico City
9503kc, 31 .57m
10.58 pm to 5.45 am (Jumps about o
little). Good in afternoons between 3 and
3.45 pm.
South America :
Full list in April issue.
Argentina: ·
15,290kc, 19.62m
LRU, Buenos Aires
9.15 pm to 10.15 pm.
LRX, Buenos Aires .. . . . . .. .. .. 9660kc, 3 1.06m
8.30 pm tq 9 pm; 10.30 pm to 12.10 pm
(next doy).
LRS, Buenos .Aires ....... ..... 9320kc, 32. l 9m
( Note slight change in frequency) 10 pm
to 11 pm; 4 <;Im to 4.30 am; 8 am to
12.30 pm.
Brasil:
PRL-8, Rio de Janiero
11.720kc, 25.60m
Directed to Great Britain, 5.30 am to 8.45
am; to Latin America 8.45 am to noon; to
Nth. Amerifa noon t0 1. 10 pm. Gives news
at 6 am a.h d 10 am. (Reported heard at
4 pm). Slogan: "From the U.S.A. to the
U.S.B. (United States of Brazill U.S.A. .
·
U.S.B. United for Victory"
Chlle:
11,957kc, 25.04m
CEl 180, Santicigo ...... ..
9.30 pm to' midnight; 3.30 am to 2 pm.
9600kc, 31.25m
CE960, Santiago
9 am to 2 pm.
Ecuado~ :

HCJB, Quito
12,455kc, 24. 11 m
(Note slight change in frequency) . Daily
9.45 pm to 11.45 pm; 2.30 am to 5.30
am; 8 om to 12:45 pm. Sundays, 10 pm to
12.45 pm . .
HCJB, Quito .. .. .... .. .. .... .. .. 9958kc, 30. 12m
Same schedule as 24. 11 m except Sundays
when it clo'ses •t.. 7 .30 om.

pm. News in English at 11 pm. Good at 3

GSL
GllOkc, 49. lm
4 .03 pm to 8 .30 pm; 2 am to 8 am; 8.45
VUM-2, Madras .... .... ... 4920kc, 60.98m
am to 2.45 pm.
Heard from 10.30 pm till 12.30 am.
GRR
6080kc, 49.34m
4.30 pm ta 8 om.
GSA
.
.
..
..
.
.
..
6050kc, 49.59m
GREAT BRITAIN
4.30 pm to 8.30 pm; 2 am t o 8 am, another
"This is London . Calling"
European Service.
601 Okc, 49.92m
During winter ntonths reception is poor be- GRB
N -.t reported.
twee11 6.30 and 9.30 pm.
GRC
2915 kc, 102.9m
GSH
21 ,470k-, 1'\97 -1
This one has ·not been reported. Understand
8.45 pm to 1. 15 am. Doubtful if audible in
is used for broadcasts to Canada and U.S.A.
Australia now.
. in iooth N .A. and African services.
GVO
18,0'lOkc, l 6.5C:m
Directed to Central Amer ica. South America
EUROPE
Italy:
a nd West Indies from 2 am.
GRQ,
I 8,030kc, I 6.64m Vatican State:
P. VJ, Vatican City
15, 1 20kc, 19 84m
8.45 pm to . 15 am.
GRP,
17 ,890kc, 1G.77m
1 am to 1.20 am on Wednesdays; 7.30 pm
t o S.05 Sundays.
8.45 pm to 1. 15 am.
GSV,
17,RHJ1'c . 16R-t~· HY.I, Vatican City
. ..
5969kc, 50.26m
4 am to 6.30 am. Ta lk da ily except Mondays
4.45 om to 7 pm; 8.45 tCJ 11. 1 5 prn; 1 .30
at 5.15 am.
am to 4. 15 am.
GSG
.
17,790kc, 1G.85m HVJ, Vatican City ..... ...... 9660kc, 31.06m
Not reported
Fair si.gna l in P.0.W. session at 2 am . diGRA
rected to the British Isles.
17 ,715kc, l 6.94m
Not reported.
H V '· v,.,t1can City
1 1,740kc, 25.55m
GRD,
Tueodays, Thursdays and Saturdays : 5 to
I 5,450kc. 19.42m
5.30 pm.
5 pm to 7 pm, 8.45 pm to 11.30 pm.
GRE,
.. ..
l 5,390kc, l 9.49rn Portugal :
5 pm to 7.45 pm; 10. 15 pm to 1 am; 1.30 CSW-6,
1 l ,040kc. 27 .17m
am t o 5 am.
4 am to 8.30 am; 8.45 am to 10.45 am.
GSP,
15,31 Okc, l 9.6m Russia:
3.45 pm to 7.45 pm; 8 pm to 8.30 pm.
- -,Moscow ........ ........ 15,745kc, '19.. 05m
GSI
15,260kc, 19.66m
9.30 om to 10.20 pm. News and tal ks to
8 .45 pm to 11.15 pm ; 1.30 am to 6.45
Great Britain. Fair s ignal.
o·.m.
-~--, Moscow, .................. 15,228kc .. l 9.7m
GSO
15, 180kc, 19.76m
7. 15 am to 7.40 am; news 7 .25. Opens
GSF
15,HOkc. 19.82m
again at 3.47 am with war bulletins. English
3 pm t o 7 om; 8.45 pm ta 1.1 5 am;
thro u,:ihout. News and ta lks again from
1.45 am to 3.25 am
1, 15 t:o 1.40 om.
GRF
12 ,095kr 24.80m - -, Moscow . ........ ... ..... 15, 11 Okc,, 19.85m
4. 30 pm to 8.30 pm. Good at 6.45 pm.
Same schedule as 19.7 and signal in afterctRV,
l 2,040kc, 24.92m
noon slightly better.
GSE
.. .. I 1,860kc, 2') 29:n - --. Moscow
.. .... 12, 190kc, 24.6 1 m
1.30 am to 6 am; 6 am to 7 nm.
Exact schedule unknown, but gives news
GSN
....
.
11,820kc. 25.38m
at 8.47 am. Opens aga in at 6.30 pm.
8.30 pm to 1.30 am ; 5 am to 6.45 am . len;nqrad Radio Leningrad I 0.807kc, 27.76m
GSD
11,750kc. 2S.53m
Gives the riews in German .a t 11 pm. Closes
3 pm to 5 .3 0 pm; S.45 pm to 1.15 am ·
at 11.37 pm .
·
1.30 am to 6.45 am; 7 .15 am to 3.45 pm '. - - , Moscow
10,445kc., 28.72m
GRG,
l 1 fiSOkr. 7<; 68~'
One of the best s ignals on the air at 9.35
pm with Kremlin Bells at 9.40 pm. Spec3 pm to 7 pm; 5 am ta 6.45 am; 7.15 am
to 2.45 pm .
ia l news and ta lks to Great Britain and
America. Gives schedules at 10 pm.
. . 9825kc. 30.53m
GRH . . .. .... . .. . ... ....
9870kc., 30.4m
3 pm t o 6.30 pm; 7. 15 am to 2.45 pm; - -, Moscow
8.15 pm to 9.25 pm. Ta lks and music.
GRX .. .... ....
9690kc 3C.96rn
9765kc, 30.72m
4.30 pm to 8.30 om; 8.30 pm to 1.30 am; - -, Moscow
l am to 2 am. News 1 o m. Good with
2 om to 8 am. This transmitt er is used
English commentary at 1 am .
for European Service.
GRY, .... .... ... .
..
9600kc·. 3 I .25m - - , Moscow .. . .... .... ....
9545kc, 31 .43m
9.40 pm to 10.20 pm .
3 pm to 4.30 pm; 3.30 am to 6.45 am;
7 am to 8.45 am; good s ignal in all sched - Siberia:
ules.
RW-15, Khabarovsk
9566kc, 31 .36m
9580kc, 31.32m
GSC
5 .SO am to 7 .30 am. Physical exercises at
2 am to 7 am; 7.15 am to 2.45 pm. This
6. 15 am; 6 pm to 11 pm.
latter session int ended for Nth America - - , Khabarovsk
5910kc, 50.76m
wi ll shortly be heard right throu,gh.
2 pm to midnight.
GSB
951 Okc, 31.55m Spain:
pm to 7 pm; 8.45 pm to 10 pm; EAQ, Madrid
9860kc, 30.43m
1 1.30 pm to 1.15 am; 1.30 am to 3. ; 5 am;
4 am to 5 am; gives news at 4.5 am. Sig3.30 am to 7 am; 7 .15 am to 8 am.
na l is fair and from end of news till .closGRU
9455kc, 31.75m
ing in Spanish
4.30 om to 8.30 pm.
Switzerland:
GRI
9415kc, 31.86m H·ER-6, Berne .. ..
15,305kc, 19.60m
GRJ, .... .... .. .... ..
... 7320kc, 40.98m
Testing Tuesdays and Saturdays from 6.30
2 am to 8 am (foreign languages)
to 8 pm.
GSU, .... ... . ... . .... .... ... . 7260kc, 41. 32m
- , Berne .. .. .... .... .... 11,955kc, 25.09m
G5W
.. ...
7230kc, 4 1.49m
12.20 to 12.30 am. Also heard again a t
2 am to 8 om (foreign languages).
3. 10 am.
GRK ... .. .. ....
. . ... ... . 7185kc. 41 .75m HER-5, Berne ... .... . .. 11,865 kc, 25.28m
Heard a round 5.30 pm in Home Service.
Not reported this month.
..
.. .
.
7150kc 4 1.96m Hf~-3, Schwanenburo
GRT
6165 kc, 48 .66m
4.30 pm to 8.30 pm.
'
4 am to 8.05 am; 3.20 pm to 4.40 pm.
7120kc, 42. 13m
GRM .... .... ... . .. .... ....
Scandinavia:
12.45 pm t o 2.45 pm; 3 pm to 6.30 pm.
SBT, Stockholm
! 5, ! 55kc, 19.8m
GRS
.. .. , .. . ... .. 7065kc, 42.46m
1 am to 2 om. News 1 am.
4 am 1'o 8 am; 1 pm to 2.45 pm.
SBP. Stockholm
. I 1,705kc, 25.63m
GRN
6195kc . 48.43m
3.56 am to 4. 15 am; 5.40 pm t o 6.30 pm;
4.30 pm to 8.30 pm; 7 .1 5 am to 2.45 pm ;
and on Sundays 6 pm till 11 pm.
om

in native programme.

' THE EAST
China:
XGOY, Chu"9l<ing ....
15,205kc, 19.73m
8 pm to 9 .30 pm; News 8 pm.
.XGOY, Chu"g~ing ............ 11,900kc, 25.21 m
Seems to have been replaced by 19.73m .
XG04. Chungking .... .. ... 9720kc, 30.86m
4.30 am to 6 am; -9 pm to 1 am. New; at
midni9ht.
·
XGOY, Chungking ............ 9625kc, 31.17m
News at midnight and 1 2.30 am and 1 am.
Irregular broadcasts to U.S.A. at I 0 pm.
XGOY, Chungking ....
.. . 7170kc, 41.80m
Schedule unknown, but gives news at 8 pm,
midnight and 2 · am. (Note slight change
in frequency).
XGOY, Chunkina
6!30kc, 48.92m
7.30 pm to 2.30 om; News 10.?0 pm, midnight, 12.30 am and 2 am.
India:
VU0-3, Deli;li .... .... .... .. .. 15,290kc, 19.62m
1. 15 pm to 2.5 pm; 3 pm to 6.15 pm; 8.30
pm to 10. 15 pm.
VU0-4, Delhi .... .... .. .. .... I 1,830kc, 25.36m
10.30 om to 12.1 S: pm; 12.30 pm to 1.30
pm; 10.25 pm to 3 .20 am.
VU0- 3, Delhi
11.790kc, 25.45m
8 .30 pm to midnight. News 10 pm.
VU0-6, Delhi ....., .. . ....... 9670kc, 31.02m
9.30 pm to 11.45 pm; News 11.30 pm.
" This is the United Notions Colling."
VU0-2, Delhi ... .... .. .. ....
9590kc, 3 l.28m
9 pm to 2.30 om. News 10 pm, 11 pm and
12.50 om.
VU0-2 .... .... .... .. . .... .
7290kc, 41. I Sm
8.30 pm to 11.25 pm.
VU0-6, Delhi ............ .... 7270kc, 41.27m
11 .20 I'm to 4 am; 10.30 am till noon.
Heard -Wei.I after midnight.
VUM-2, Madras .... ......... ... 7260kc, 4 l.32m
! 1.30 om to I pm. News 1 1.45 am.
VUC-Z, Calcutta ................ 721 Okc, 41.67m
S.30 pm to 10.45 pm. On occasions is heard
from 4 to 6 pm.
Good on opening in Nth American service
4840kc, 61. 98m
VUC-2, Calcutta ....
at 7. 15 am on most days.
MISCELLANEOUS
i 1 pm to 2 om.
GRO
. .. ..
6180kc, 4ii.54m Arabia:
61
50kc,
48.
7
Sm
....
YUM, Madras
'3 am to 7.45 am . Heard well and also ZNR. Aden
12, 115kc, 24.77m
8 pm to 1.30 om. News 10 pm.
again from 5 pm to 7 pm.
2. 15· .ar-n to 3.30 am. Gives identification
6010kc, 49.92m GRW, ... . .... .. . .. .. .. .. .. 6 I 40kc, 48.86m
VUC, Calcutta ........... .
in English as ZED-N-R every 15 m inutes.
9 pm to 4 om. Good in Hindustani at 10.45
Heard around 6 pm in Home Service.
· Axon~s:

?
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. 7020kc, 42.14m Canary Isles :
EAJ-43, Teneriffc
727 5kc, 4 l.24m
6 to 7 am .
i 0.30 pm to 12.30 am; 8 am to 9 am .
Bahamas:
ZNS-2, Nassau
6090kc, 49.25m Iceland:
I 2,235kc, 24 52m
11 pm to 11.15 pm; 3.45 om to 4.15 am; TFJ, Reykjavik
3. I 5 pm to 3 30 pm Opens with Danish
8 om to noon. News I I pm, 4 ori, 8.45
National anthem. Gives news in Danish for
om, 11 om.
15 minutes and leaves the air. ·
Canada:
Iran:
CBFY, Montreal
I I ,705kc, 25.63m EQC, T2heran
..
. ... . .. 9680kc, 30.99m
9.30 pm t o 1.30 om I Sundays from I 0 pm I.
I am to 3 am (Thursdays 11.30 pm to 3
CBRX, Vancouver
6160kc, 48.70m
am; Fridays midnight to 3 am.
12.30 om to 3.30 om.
[QB, leheran
618'.)kc, 48.5m
CHNX, Halifax
6132kc, 48.93m
4.15 am to · 6 am. News 4.30 am.
10 pm to 2.15 pm.
CBFW, Montreal
6090kc, 49.25m Newfoundland:
9.30 pm to 2.30 pm.
VONH, St. Johns .
5970kc, 50.25 m
CKFX, Vancouver ....
6080kc, 49.34m
I 0.30 pm to 4.30 am; 7 om to 11.35 am.
12.30 om to 6 pm.
CFVP, Calgary
6030kc, 49.73m Syria:
FXE, Beirut .... ........ ........ 8035 kc , 37.34m
I om to 5 pm .
1.30 om to 6 am, news 3.20 om. English
CJCX, Sydney (Nova Scotia) 601 Okc, 49.92m
session at 2 am. "God Save the Kin g" is
9.30 pm to 4.30 am.
played at the end of English sessi on. Ac cording to "ABC Weekly" is now on 8020kc,
Eire :
.37.41 m.
- - , Ath lone
I 7,840kc, I 6.82m
l 0 pm to 1 1.30 pm; 3.30 om to 4. 15 om. Turkey:
News 3.45 om .
TAQ, Ankara
15, 195kc, 19.74m
- - , Athlone .... .... .... ... 9595kc, 3 I .27m
7.30 pm to 9 pm. Listen for f lute notes
7 to 7.35 om, News 7.10 am.
just before opening.

Ankard
9466kc, ~ i .im
12.15 om to 5.47 am; News 4 om. Sometimes broadcasts to CBS or NBC from 8.45
am to 9.30 am.
Cuba:
COCY, Havana
I l ,737kc, 25.56m
(Note slight change in frequency). English
from 2.30 pm to 3.45 pm. Opens again at
7 .30 pm and is heard ab.o ut 9.15 pm.
COK, Havana ................... · 11,623kc, 25.83m
Said to be on ai~ from 2 am . to 2 pm daily
and on Sundays from 3 om to 9 am .
Fair at 7 .15 am with English and Spanish

TAP,

announcements.
COCH, Havana
9435kc, 31 .80m
8 .45 pm ta 2.15 am. Heard at 9.45 pm an
same nights.
COBC, Havana
9375kc, 32.00m.
(Nate slight change in freauj!ncyl . 11 pm
to 3. l 5 am; Sunday 10 pm to 1.30 pm
( Monday) .
9270kc, 32.36m
COCX, Havana
10.45 pm to 3 pm.
. ...... 8S30kc, 33 .98m
COCQ, Havana ....
CAnother change in frequency). 8 .20 pm
to 2. 15 pm . English at 9.45 pm . One of the
regular Cubans. Goad str~ngth at 10.30 pm.
Gives call sig n at 8.28 pm.
Tahiti:
FOSAA, Papeete .. . ....
.. .. 6980kc, 42.98m
1.57 pm to 2.45 pm .

t$m1m@~m1mm1~m1m@1~m1m(J1l1~m1;11.@311;11.1
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SPEEDY, QUERY SERVICE
Conducted under the personal supervision of A. G. HULL
P. DeN. (Mosman). sends circuit of
an amplifier for comment.
A.- -Yes, this amplifier should be OK
as it stands and there should be ample
gain
for
a
good· · Dl 04
crystal
microphone·. ·We find that .the output of these microJ)hones will vary within
foirly wide limits. The actual high tension voltage whi.ch will occur during operation will be dependant on the regulation characteristics of the power transformer, which is running underloaded. 111
such a condition there is sure . to be a
higher voltage; but just how high wil I
vary according to · the gauge of wire
used, size of core; etc. We would expect
that it would be about right, and with

QUIZZERS NOTE
:\

Dear Si~··
··
·· In ·re6'dihg throµJh ;:the - Mar~h
issue I noticed what I conside'r to ' .
be a very bad mistake, inasmuch
as it ocurred in the column ejntitled
'Radio Quiz.' Bronze Is an alloy,
and it does cont.a in tiri, c;ind copper, but at the most 1 8 per cerit
tin, usu a 1ly 10 per cent or less.
Bell metal, which is n t considered
a bronze, conta~ns up to 25 per
cent tin, and I have not heord of
a copper- tin alloy with a higher
percentage of tin than this.
I·
think that your answer of 66 per
cent coper, 34 per. cent tin is a
lcirig "way bllt; perhaps y.ou got the
figures mixed up with those for
some other alloy. . .
Yours, etc·. ,
R. J . PEARSON,
Po•t Kemble .

the 750 ohm field the output valves
shDuld b~ capable of supplying OS much
undistorfed -output · cis the' speaker can
handle. emember that the energising of
the field is the most-,likeJy. limit of your
power output, as it is_, l'itti'e use feeding
more audio power int0 a" speaker than
you hove fi e ld e'/lergis ing available,' which
is likely to be something under 10 watts,
p~9bl~onlfp or3, Fr9rn your ~emarks
al;?.ot,it ufuJistorted ·e!:!tPVl-it w$uld .appear
that you are not aware that the human
ear· is. s.eldom capable· of distinguishing
the difference betwe.en 1 0 and l 5 .watts
of pow,~r output, - .. .
,
.Sorry we· ' can't spare the time to go
fully 'i'nto ih:; gain characteristics of your
porti.cular ornplifi,er,, but this would involve a lot cf work, taking into cqnsidera tion the. gain of thei.•direct-coupled stage
aQout which , we .'have .:little· data, and
theri ..alloyiin.g·).(lf.:. tliiL.ihVer§~i feedback,
which is adjustable· a'r-id whiCh could be
P~g_e ~~-~ ~ - .-.-r-.,, ... :.~. ...

e xpected t ohave cons iderable influence
on the effective gain . The "Circle" idea
has ben held over for the duration, few
readers being able to spare time or arra nge transport at the moment.

*

G.S. ( Hurstville) says he is building a
Radiotron amplifier and wa·nts to know
it a SY3G will do instead of the
SV4G.
A.- Yes, the rectifier valve will be
su itable, but with regard to the queries
a•o out the speaker we are unable to
he lp you without knowing just which of
the Kadiotron amplifiers you have in
m ind. About half a dozen different
Rad iotron amplifier circuits have been
published by us from time to time a:nd
we do not know to which one you refer.

*

. J.B.
(Petersham)
enquires about
building the "Vic. Champ" amplifier, but
with 4:> type valves.
A.- Yes, this should be quite OK.
Field coil resistance will need to be between 750 and 1250 ohms, really depending on the size of speaker used and
amount of energising required. Power
output would be somewhere between 3
and 5 watts. There will be no need to
change any resistor va lues, and the 75
and "1·5 types should be OK as substitutes.
To get an extra drain 9f 10 milliamps
from 250 volts you would need a resistor of 25,000 ohms, but as high tension
is likely to be nearer 300 you will need
nearer to 30,000 ohms, but this should
not be critical as a few milliamj:ls shouldn' t make any great amount of difference.

*

L.W.W. (Rendelsham, S.A.). Sorry,
but back numbers are not avaifoble on
C.O.D. basis. Conservation of manpower
does not give us the time to handle enquiries such as yaurs at the moment.
Write stating which back numbers are
r·equired and enclose remittance and it
will t·hen be a straight-forward job for
the office staff to despatch.

*

A.M.K. (Cartlon) had hum in his amplifier and fitted shielded wire to his
pick-up, but the hum has increased.
A.-Probably you have earthed the
wrong lead at the input to your amp Iifier, or else the meta I body of the pickup is connected to the " hot" lead. Make
sure lhe braid on the shi eided wire is
well earthed. If touching the braid in creases the hum tha11 the connections are
wrong at the set, whilst if that decreases
or does not affect the hum while touch ing the pick-up increases it, then things
are wrong at the pick-up end. It is well
to ea,rth the frame of the motor and the
metal body of the pick-up.

)

•A444•4444444444444444444•

Note!

BACK

NUMBERS
On and after April 15 the special
offer of back numbers at reduced
price will be withdrawn, .and all
back numbers available will be
supplied only at 1 /- each, post
free.

J.H. (Merrimbee)
an amplifier can be
"both ways", so that
in at either end and
at the other.

wants to know if
designed ta work
signals can be fed
obtained amplified

A.-Yes. This is quite practical and
is used in telephone systems. Accurate
ba lancing of input and output impedances
is usually necessary or desirable unless
spec ial means are employed to prevent
osci llation. In one system, two amplifiers
with extreme A.V.C., are used back to
back and with <;lne reversed. The A.V.C.
is conected so that when a signal is fed
into one amplifier the other on hose its
ga in reduced. considerably. Difficulties of
the various designs increase with the frequency range ehat is to be transmitted.

*

N. W. (Orange), shielded his set with
wire gau:z·e ta stop static, but results
were disappointing.

-

A.-You have omitted to tell us what
type of set you are us ing and so we
haven' t the slightest idea whether it is an
all-electric superhet or a one-valve battery job. And in your case it makes all
the difference, especially in regard to
the f ine tuning stunt. If the set has on ly
a s ing le tuning circu it with a single gang
conde'pse.!r, then it becomes possible to
get finer tuning adjustment by fitting
a low-capacity variable condenser in
parallel with the main one. The fixed
c<1{ldenser and the rheostat, however,
appea r to be unwanted complications.
W ith regard to the static, if you are
qu ite sure that it comes from an electr ica l source, it can be introduced to the
set by way of the power. supply lines,
the aerial or by direct pick-up by the
wiring of the set. Your shielding should
be effective only in the latter case and
there would still be the chance of the
no ise getting in by the power lines or by
the a e rial . Of COU(Se , it it no use trying
to sh ield the whole aeria l, as this would
stop signals too, but you might be able
to sh ield the lead in, which is likely to
run a longside power lines and pick up
the no ise from them.
The back numbers have been posted
d irect and doubtless you have received
them by now.

·---· ···· ~ .............. .:---::-------- ---------'--------~------
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*Note the dean-cut appea·rance of the
nPW Eimac4SOT tube.. :see the streamlined cap over the plate and the husky
single tungsten-bar plate lead. No/ice
the new shape of the bulb near plate
terminal. These and other if}'lprovements have increased its already superior ptrformance ulpabilities.

EIMAC 450T sets-1 e pace in modern radio
The adoption of Eimac 450T's for use in aircraft ground
stations marked the beginning of a long series of sensational
· successes for these radically designed but soundly conceived
vacuum tubes. Today they occupy the key sockets of many of
the most important radio transmitters in the world. In fact
many of these transmitters are built specifically around the
unusual capabilities of the Eimac 450T. Contained in this
fact is proof that Eimac 4 50T tubes are setting the pace in
modern radio. Further proof is to be found in that Eimac
tubes are the m<!lst copied tubes on the market today ... their
once radical shape is ·now almost a standard, although their
performance has yet to be exactly duplicated. These obvious

E I T E L - M c C U LL 0 U G H,

I N C.

truths should mean much to you in the selection of vacuum
tubes for your application. Get in touch wich the nearesc
Eimac represencacive for complete information about chc
Eimac 4 50T ... or any of twency odd cube types available.
You"ll gee greacer economy in firsc cosc and in operation
from these, che only tubes uncondicionally guaranceed
againsc premature failures caused by gas released internally.

Follow lh< l<ad<n

SAN

lo~

•
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OPPORTUNITY IS KNOCKING
AT YOUR DOOR!

-

To-day Radio offers young men limitless opportunities for achievement and advancement. Take
advantage of this magnificent offer .
. Now is the time to think of how you can both help your country and assure your future by
specialised training in the world's fastest moving profession. Radio is playing a vital part in
the defence and offence of all countries involved in this war or wars.
TRAIN AT HOME, IN CAMP, OR IN THE MODERN A.R.C. WORKSHOPS
The Australian Radio College offers ambit ious men a sound proven course in
Radio Engineering . Sound, because it is the result of many years successful
operation; proven, because hundreds of ex-students owe their present jobs and
success to the College. You con learn with equal facility in your own :home or
in 'comp (by meo.ns of our Correspondence Course), or attend night classes
at the modernly-equ ipped College workshops.

PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE UNNECESSARY
You don't need a knowledge of Radio or Electricity. We'll give you all you
need of both, start at the beginning, building up knowledg;e carefully and systematically until you can tackle any Radio job; what is more, you get the· knowledge
you want presented in a manner that makes it easy ta learn FAST.

SEND FOR FREE BOOK

I Want to Help YOU Next!
As principal of the Australian Radio
College I can and will take you in
hand immediately, just like I hove
·thousands of men who come to me
for advice and assistance. Rest assured your progress will be sound and
rapid and very soon you will be able
to take your place as a trained radio
man. Remember that in the present
emergency, technical men ore at a
premium, and when the war is over
the knowledge I give you will guarantee your future prosperity.
L. B. GRAHAM, Principal.

First thing to do if you want to secur-e the facts about · Radio is to send in for
" Ca~ers in Radio and Television," a profusely illustrated book, published :by
the College, and available to approved enquirers. Send in coupon for your copy
now. IT'S FREE AND POST FREE.

AUSTRALIAN
RADIO
COLLEGE

"----------------------~
: To L. B. Graham
-

PTY. LTD.

\'i_ I
' .\
: \ r~e ..~7.. c · ·~·~1
·
... :
dress
........... ... .. .. ... .,../.. .. .. :

Cnr.. BROADWAY & CITY ROAD,
SYDNEY - Phone M6391-M639,.Z

- Principal of Australian Radio
: College,
-Dear ~
~

:
-

-- Ne

~ '\'

.

...

--

:
: ,?1.~as~ ~.e.b.d,-,Jii:Je,--.__~t;.r.t_out obli- - fo.(c;_tk>n ~on my parf, lt!Af\ :J~e book:
- ~·c:~reers in Radio and 'f~evis~on . " •
,-.

--

.. .. .. . .. .. .. . ..
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